
BRANT HALDIMAND NORFOLK 
Catholic District School Board Agenda 

Catholic Education Centre 
322 Fairview Drive 

Brantford, ON N3T 5M8 

Policy Committee Meeting 
Monday June 12, 2023 ♦ 3:00 p.m. 

Boardroom 

Trustees: 
Members:    Dan Dignard (Chair), Dennis Blake, Bill Chopp, Carol Luciani, Rick Petrella, Mark Watson 

Senior Administration:        
Mike McDonald (Director of Education & Secretary), Scott Keys (Superintendent of Business & 
Treasurer), Kevin Greco, Lorrie Temple, Phil Wilson (Superintendents of Education) 

1. Opening Business
1.1 Opening Prayer
1.2 Attendance
1.3 Approval of the Agenda

2. Committee and Staff Reports
2.1 Trustees’ Code of Conduct, #100.04 
Presenter: Mike McDonald, Director of Education & Secretary 

2.2 Assessment, Evaluation, Grading and Reporting, #200.42 
Presenter: Lorrie Temple, Superintendent of Education  

2.3 Cessation of Employment #300.03 
Presenter: Kevin Greco, Superintendent of Education 

2.4 Hiring Non-Academic Staffing #300.11 
Presenter: Kevin Greco, Superintendent of Education 

2.5 Educational Field Trips and Excursions #500.01 
Presenter: Phil Wilson, Superintendent of Education 

2.6 Investment of Board Funds #700.03 
Presenter: Scott Keys, Superintendent of Business & Treasurer 

2.7 Rescinded Policies 
Presenter: Scott Keys, Superintendent of Business & Treasurer 

• Electronic Website policy #600.03
• Board owned mobile devices #600.33

3. Adjournment

Next meeting:  September 12, 2023 
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REPORT TO THE BRANT HALDIMAND NORFOLK CATHOLIC 
DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE 

Prepared by: Mike McDonald, Director of Education & Secretary 
Presented to: Policy Committee 
Submitted on: June 12, 2023 
Submitted by: Mike McDonald, Director of Education & Secretary 

TRUSTEES’ CODE OF CONDUCT 100.04 
Public Session 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

The Ontario regulation 246/18: Members of School Boards – Code of Conduct, came into effect 
in 2019 and stipulates that every school board in Ontario shall adopt a code of conduct which 
applies to the members of the board. This regulation also states that this code of conduct is to 
be reviewed every four years. 

DEVELOPMENTS: 

In April of 2023, the Ontario government introduced Bill 98 “The Better Schools and Student 
Outcomes Act”, that is legislation to amend various acts which pertain to education.  The 
amendments fall into five broad categories, one of which is “Governance and Leadership”. The 
intended outcome of this category is to: “Ensure effective governance through reforms that 
establish standardized processes and expectations for school board trustees, directors of 
education and supervisory officers”. In addition to the outcome of a standardized process, the 
information received also noted that there will also be standardized training requirements for 
trustees and the creation of an integrity commissioner-led process to resolve code of conduct 
complaints. With these significant developments to be enacted in the near future, other than 
minor formatting changes, no additional changes are being recommended. 

RECOMMENDATION: 
THAT the Policy Committee recommends that the Committee of the Whole refers the Trustees’ 
Code of Conduct Policy 100.04 to the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board for 
approval. 
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Trustees’ Code of Conduct 
#100.04 

 

Adopted: July 4, 2022 
Last Reviewed/Revised: June 27, 2023 
Responsibility: Human Resources Services 
Next Scheduled Review: June 2027 

Policy Statement 
It is the expectation of the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board that Trustees will promote and model 
the Catholic values and beliefs of the Board and the Catholic Church. 
Trustees are elected to their positions by the Catholic ratepayers and as such should conduct themselves in a manner 
which is in keeping with generally accepted Catholic societal behaviour and in keeping with their responsibilities to an 
elected office. 

 
Application and Scope 
To ensure Trustees carry out their elected duties and responsibilities while following a code of behavior which is in 
agreement with the traditions of the Catholic teachings, beliefs, and values of the Board and of the Church. 

 
Guidelines: The Trustees’ Code of Conduct – A Statement of Board Values and the Responsibilities of Office 
the Trustees of the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board will, at all times: 
 

i. act in accordance with and in furtherance of the Board’s mission statement; 
ii. encourage school communities to foster and exemplify the values of inclusion, integrity, respect, 

reconciliation, love and justice; 
iii. abide by the statutory declaration made when first becoming a trustee to the effect that: 

“I will truly, faithfully, impartially and to the best of my ability execute the office of 
board member…” [Education Act, section 209(1)]; 

iv. carry out the functions of a trustee in a public manner in meetings of the Board save for in-camera 
sessions authorized by the Education Act [section 207 (1) and (2)] and by the by-laws of the Board; 

v. keep in strict confidence information prepared for, discussed and communicated in any manner which was, is, 
or will be dealt with in-camera as authorized by the Education Act and by the Board’s By-Laws; 

vi. comply with all statutes and regulations applicable to the Trustees, the Board, and its operations including 
the Education Act, the Human Rights Code, the Municipal Conflict of Interest Act, the Municipal Freedom of 
Information and Protection of Privacy Act, and the Occupational Health and Safety Act; 

vii. conduct themselves in compliance with the Board’s by-laws and with any standards of behaviour the 
Board adopts respecting the conduct required of its employees; and 

viii. accept, as a matter of law, that the Board can only act collectively as a unit and that orders or pronouncements 
of individual Board members are of no force and effect. 

References 
• Education Act  
• BHNCDSB Board By-Laws  
• Human Rights Code 
• Municipal Conflict of Interest Act 
• Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act 
• Occupational Health and Safety Act 

 
Glossary of Key Terms 

• N/A 
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REPORT TO THE BRANT HALDIMAND NORFOLK CATHOLIC 
DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD POLICY COMMITTEE 

Prepared by: Lorrie Temple, Superintendent of Education 
Presented to: Policy Committee 
Submitted on: June 12, 2023 
Submitted by: Mike McDonald, Director of Education & Secretary 

ASSESSMENT EVALUATION GRADING REPORTING 
#200.42 

Public Session 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

The Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board is committed to excellence in 
learning and living in Christ. Our Assessment Evaluation and Reporting Policy outlines how best 
to assess, evaluate, and report on student learning and achievement. The primary purpose of 
Assessment and Evaluation is to improve student learning. Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic 
District School Board’s (the Board’s) assessment and evaluation practices are grounded in the 
belief that all students can learn and can demonstrate their learning in an environment that 
reflects the Catholic values of fairness, equity, inclusion, and respect for all committed to 
excellence in learning and living in Christ. Our schools endeavour to develop relationships with 
the community we serve. Open communication and sharing information will help to build strong, 
lasting relationships. 

DEVELOPMENTS: 

The Assessment Evaluation Grading and Reporting Policy, accompanying appendices, and 
forms were redone to move from an AP to a Policy with an equity lens to include Kindergarten 
to Grade 12 rooted in the “Growing Success” document from the Ministry of Education. In 
addition, formal appendices were created for key topics within assessment such as late and 
missed assignments as well as academic honesty. 

Highlights of this robust policy include: 

• Robust list of references with online links for people to utilize and access easily
• Full list of definitions
• Focus on preventative and responsive measures
• Included K-12, Communication of Learning, ESL/ELL, and Special Education
• Important information on:

 reporting periods
 learning skills
 all subject areas and what is expected on progress reports and report

cards
 French as a Second Language
 use of the I, R and AL codes
 achievement chart and four levels spelled out
 assessment for, as and of learning defined
 when is a report card completed (6 weeks)
 what can and cannot be included on a report card
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RECOMMENDATION: 

 
THAT the Policy Committee recommends that the Committee of the Whole refers the new 
Assessment Evaluation Grading and Reporting Policy and AP #200.42 to the Brant 
Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board for approval. 

 achievement levels and percentage marks in chart form 
 
 
INFORMATION: 

 

The Assessment Evaluation Grading and Reporting Policy supports educators, administrators, 
students, and families outlining how assessment and evaluation is done, reporting of the many 
and varied demonstrations of learning, as well as communication to students and families. 
Next Steps, once approved, involve sharing with administrators, the creation of a Professional 
Development Plan for roll out and implementation, as well as development of a divisional guide 
for elementary and guide for secondary, 9-12. 
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Assessment, Evaluation, Grading and Reporting 
#200.42 

Adopted: May 9, 2012 
Last Reviewed/Revised: May 2023 
Responsibility: Superintendent of Education 
Next Scheduled Review: March 2027 

POLICY STATEMENT: 

The primary purpose of Assessment and Evaluation is to improve student learning. Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic 
District School Board’s (the Board’s) assessment and evaluation practices are grounded in the belief that all students can 
learn and can demonstrate their learning in an environment that reflects the Catholic values of fairness, equity, inclusion, 
and respect for all. 

The use of evidence-informed assessment and instructional strategies that adhere to differentiated instruction, combined 
with ongoing mentoring and responsiveness to a student’s progress, are essential to support all students (Learning for All, 
2013, p.12-24). 

This Policy and Administrative Procedure was created to provide clear direction for administrators and educators 
regarding expected practices of assessment, evaluation, grading, and reporting for all students from Kindergarten to 
Grade 12, within the Board. These practices aim to improve student learning and achievement and are consistent with 
system philosophy, system priorities (such as equitable and inclusive education), the Ontario Catholic School Graduate 
Expectations, and Ministry of Education policies.   

Communication of learning in a variety of forms, with parents/guardians/caregivers and students regarding student 
achievement, should be continuous throughout the school year/course/semester. Methods of communication may include 
conferences, portfolios of student work, student-led conferences, interviews, telephone calls, checklists, and informal 
reports. Communication of student achievement in any form, should be clear and shared in a way that is easy for families 
and students to understand. In addition, any communication regarding student achievement should be designed to 
provide detailed information that will encourage students to set goals for learning, help educators to establish plans for 
teaching/instruction, and assist parents/guardians/caregivers in supporting learning at home (Growing Success, 2010, 
p. 53-54).

The professional judgement of the educator, acting within the policies and guidelines established by the Ministry and the 
Board, is critical in determining the strategy that will most benefit student learning and to determine a final grade. 

Formal reports should serve as confirmation of student achievement that has been communicated to all stakeholders 
throughout the school year. 

APPLICATION AND SCOPE: 

• Administrators are responsible for overseeing assessment, evaluation, grading, and reporting within a school and
ensuring consistency and compliance amongst all educators.

• Educators are responsible for ensuring their practices of assessment, evaluation, grading, and reporting are
consistent with the guidelines within this document.
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REFERENCES: 
• Creating Pathways to Success 
• Eastern Ontario Catholic Curriculum Corporation 
• English Language Learners / ESL and ELD Programs and Services: Policies and Procedures for Ontario 

Elementary and Secondary Schools, Kindergarten to Grade 12.  
• Growing Success: Assessment, Evaluation, and Reporting in Ontario Schools – First Edition, Covering Grades 1 

to 12 (2010). 
• Growing Success: The Kindergarten Addendum: Assessment, Evaluation, and Reporting in Ontario Schools 

(2016). 
• Growing Success: The Mathematics Addendum, Grades 1 to 8 (2020). 
• Institute for Catholic Education (ICE): Ontario Catholic School Graduate Expectations (2019) 
• Learning for All: A Guide to Effective Assessment and Instruction for All Students, K to 12 (2013).  
• Ministry of Education: Curriculum and Resources – Assessment and Evaluation.  
• MISA Comment Framework 
• OSR Guidelines 
• Reporting Student Learning: Guidelines for Effective Teacher-Parent-Student Communication. 
• The Arts (gov.on.ca) 
• The Individual Education Plan (IEP) – A Resource Guide (2004).  
• The Kindergarten Program (2016).  
• The Ontario Curriculum: Elementary  
• The Ontario Curriculum: Secondary .  
• Ontario Schools – Kindergarten to Grade 12, Policy and Program Requirements  
• Waterloo Catholic District School Board (with permission) 

FORMS:  
• Late and Missed Assignment Tracking 
• Academic Integrity Report 

APPENDICES:   
• Late and Missed Assignments 2023 
• Academic Honesty  

DEFINITIONS: 

Assessment: the process of gathering, from a variety of sources, information that accurately reflects how well a student is 
achieving the curriculum expectations in a subject or course. 

• Assessment as Learning: the process of developing and supporting student metacognition. Students are 
actively engaged in this assessment process: that is, they monitor their own learning; use assessment feedback 
from educators, self, and peers to determine next steps; and set individual learning goals. Assessment as 
learning requires students to have a clear understanding of the learning goals and the success criteria. 
Assessment as learning focuses on the role of the student as the critical connector between assessment and 
learning. 

• Assessment for Learning: the ongoing process of gathering and interpreting evidence about student learning for 
the purpose of determining where students are in their learning, where they need to go, and how best to get there. 
The information gathered is used by educators to provide feedback and adjust instruction and by students to 
focus their learning. Assessment for learning is a high-yield instructional strategy that takes place while the 
student is still learning and serves to promote learning. 
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https://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/document/policy/cps/creatingpathwayssuccess.pdf
http://www.eoccc.org/
https://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/document/esleldprograms/esleldprograms.pdf
https://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/document/esleldprograms/esleldprograms.pdf
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https://iceont.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/ICE-OCSGE-Web.pdf
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https://www.ontario.ca/page/ontario-student-record-osr-guideline
http://www.edugains.ca/resourcesAER/PrintandOtherResources/ReportingStudentLearning_Engfinal.pdf
https://www.dcp.edu.gov.on.ca/en/curriculum/elementary-arts
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/general/elemsec/speced/guide/resource/iepresguid.pdf
https://files.ontario.ca/books/edu_the_kindergarten_program_english_aoda_web_july21.pdf
https://www.dcp.edu.gov.on.ca/en/curriculum#elementary
https://www.dcp.edu.gov.on.ca/en/curriculum#elementary
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/curriculum/secondary/commontwo.html
https://files.ontario.ca/edu-ontario-schools-policy-programs-2016-en-2022-01-19.pdf
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• Assessment of Learning: the process of collecting and interpreting evidence for the purpose of summarizing 
learning at a given point in time, to make judgements regarding the quality of student learning based on 
established criteria, and to assign a value to represent that quality. The information gathered may be used to 
communicate the student’s achievement to parents/guardians/caregivers, other educators, students themselves, 
and others. It occurs at or near the end of a cycle of learning. 

• Catholic Context: Assessment and Evaluation in a Catholic Context will: 
o Respect the dignity and worth of all learners.  
o Celebrate the strengths and gifts of all learners. 
o Encourage students to become reflective, creative, holistic thinkers, and confident learners.   
o Provide multiple opportunities for students to demonstrate their learning; recognizing each student’s unique 

capacity to learn and grow.  
o Create a learning environment where assessment is holistic in nature and integrates learning and faith 

development.  
o Be fair, transparent, and equitable for all students.  

The Ontario Catholic School Graduate Expectations, while not explicitly evaluated, are the foundation of daily 
classroom instruction. The expectations of Catholic graduates are described not only in terms of knowledge and 
skills, but in terms of values, attitudes, and actions (Ontario Catholic School Graduate Expectations). 

Criterion-Referenced Assessment: assessment that focuses on whether a student’s performance meets a 
predetermined standard, level or set of criteria rather than on the student’s performance measured in relation to the 
performance of other students. 

Equity in Education: to identify, remove, and prevent systemic barriers and discriminatory practices to help students 
reach their full potential and improve student achievement. 

Evaluation: the process of judging the quality of student learning based on established criteria and assigning a value to 
represent that quality. Evaluation is based on assessment of learning that provides data on student achievement at 
strategic times throughout the grade/subject/course, often at the end of a period of learning. 

Learning Goals: brief statements that describe for a student, what they should know and be able to do by the end of a 
period of instruction. The goals represent subsets or clusters of knowledge and skills that the student must master to 
successfully achieve the overall curriculum expectations. 

Professional Judgement: judgement that is informed by professional knowledge of curriculum expectations, context, 
evidence of learning, methods of instruction, assessment, the criteria, and standards that indicate success in student 
learning. In professional practice, judgement involves a purposeful and systematic thinking process that evolves in terms 
of accuracy and insight with ongoing reflection and self-correction. 

Rich Performance Task: an authentic activity, exercise, problem, or challenge that requires students to show what they 
know and what they can do. Performance tasks lead students to demonstrate their understanding by applying knowledge 
and skills to real-life situations or scenarios. Performance tasks usually address all four categories of the achievement 
chart and multiple overall curriculum expectations and provide flexibility in how students can demonstrate their learning. 

Success Criteria: standards or specific descriptions of successful attainment of learning goals developed by educators 
based on criteria in the achievement chart, and discussed and agreed upon in collaboration with students, which are used 
to determine to what degree a learning goal has been achieved. Criteria describes what success looks like and allows the 
educator and student to gather information about the quality of student learning. 

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES: 

Superintendent of Education: 

The Superintendent of Education will share a reporting memorandum in November and January for elementary schools, 
outlining reporting guidelines and timelines. Included in the memorandum will be guidelines for reporting for specific 
instances including Special Education, English-as-a-Second Language (ESL)/English Literacy Development (ELD) and 
OnSIS reporting requirements. Information regarding Secondary reporting and interviews will be shared in October, 
January, and June. 
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Administrators: 

School administrators will ensure that the Board’s Assessment and Evaluation Procedure and Reporting Student 
Achievement Procedure are communicated to, and followed by, all educators. 

School administrators will collaborate with educators to address and resolve any reporting concerns that may arise. 

School administrators will assume final responsibility for making decisions regarding any reporting concerns that may 
arise. 

School administrators will read and sign progress reports, kindergarten communication of learning reports, and report 
cards to ensure Growing Success and the Reporting Student Achievement Procedure are followed. 

Completed Elementary Progress Report Cards (all pages) and elementary and secondary provincial report cards (all 
pages), and/or exact copies of them, will be placed in each student’s Ontario Student Record (OSR) folder following each 
reporting period. (Growing Success, 2010, p. 49). 

Expectations for Educators:  

Educators will use the Ontario Curriculum documents to guide program planning, assessment, evaluation, and reporting. 

Educators will use the Achievement Chart Categories and Levels of Achievement in the Ontario Curriculum documents to 
guide the assessment, evaluation, and reporting of student achievement of the curriculum expectations. 

Educators will maintain ongoing communication with students, parents/guardians/caregivers, colleagues (i.e., Early 
Childhood Educator (ECE), ESL Teacher, Special Education Resource Teacher (SERT), Student Success Teacher, 
Guidance Counsellor), and school administrators, to provide a comprehensive overview of student achievement. 

Educators will communicate directly with parents/guardians/caregivers at any point in the year when students, under 
18 years of age, are struggling with concepts/expectations to collaboratively determine next steps. 

Educators will communicate with parents/guardians/caregivers of students, under 18 years of age, in advance of progress 
report and/or report card distribution when a student’s achievement is reported as Progressing with Difficulty or R on the 
Elementary Provincial Report Card, or below 50% on the Provincial Report Card, Grade 9 to Grade 12. 

Achievement of Curriculum Expectations 

Early in the school year, it must be made clear to students that they are responsible for providing evidence of their 
achievement of the overall expectations within the time frame specified by the educator, and in a form approved by the 
educator. (Growing Success, 2010, p.43). 

In determining a final mark for reporting, educators will consider a student’s most recent and most consistent level of 
achievement. (Growing Success, 2010, p. 88) Conversations, observations and student products will be considered over 
time in determining a mark. (Growing Success, 2010, p. 39) 

In all subjects and courses, students should be given numerous and varied opportunities to demonstrate the full extent of 
their achievement of the curriculum expectations across the four categories of knowledge and skills defined as Knowledge 
and Understanding, Thinking, Communication and Application. (Growing Success, 2010, p. 17) Opportunities to 
demonstrate improved achievement should be based upon descriptive feedback provided by the educator.  

Educators will use their professional judgement to determine the achievement level/grades of students. Professional 
judgement is defined as being informed by professional knowledge of curriculum expectations, context, evidence of 
learning, methods of instruction and assessment, and the criteria and standards that indicate success in student learning. 
In professional practice, judgement involves a purposeful and systematic thinking process that evolves in terms of 
accuracy and insight with ongoing reflection and self-correction. (Growing Success, 2010, p. 152) 
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Late and Missed Assignments: 

Several strategies may be used by staff to prevent and/or address late and missed assignments to determine a student’s 
level of achievement. In all instances, it is critical that educators employ a variety of assessment measures. This offers 
students the opportunity to clearly demonstrate their understanding, knowledge, and skills across the four categories of 
achievement. A student’s final grade/mark must represent the student's actual level of achievement. 

Preventative Measures: 

• Establish deadlines for submission of assignments for evaluation, in collaboration with students when appropriate, 
and clearly communicate those deadlines to students, and, where appropriate, to families. 

• Ensure assignment expectations take into consideration current levels of English proficiency for ELL students.  
• Implement and integrate tiered intervention strategies. 
• Assist students in developing time-management skills. 
• Consider evidence of student achievement for evaluation over time from three different sources: conversations, 

observations, and student products (i.e., triangulation of data). 
• Ensure that the needs of students are met, consistent with the strategies outlined in their Individual Education 

Plans (IEPs). 
• Consider the cultures, histories, and contexts of all students, their lived experiences, and those of their families. 
• Plan for major assignments to be completed in steps, so that students achieve success at incremental stages. 
• Confer with students to monitor progress of assignment completion; and maintain ongoing collaborative 

communication with students and families regarding student achievement and assignment due dates. 

Responsive Measures: 

• Seek clarification from the student regarding the reason for not completing an assignment. 
• Collaboratively establish an alternate date for submission of a late assignment (i.e., closure date). 
• Provide an alternate assignment to assess the student’s achievement of the overall expectations. 
• Apply alternate assessment methodologies to address barriers. 
• Seek the assistance of the school team (i.e., SERT, ESL Teacher, Student Success Teacher, Guidance 

Counsellor, Indigenous Social Worker, school administration, etc.) for strategies to support the student. 
• Schedule conferences with students and families to discuss any barriers to success. 
• Provide students with additional opportunities to demonstrate achievement of curricular expectations before the 

end of the course/subject when a student is in jeopardy of failing a course/subject. 
• Late assignments may impact the Learning Skills section of the report card and educators will implement the 

responsive measures listed above, as needed.  
• Missed assignments may impact the Learning Skills section of the report card and may result in educators using 

the responsive measures listed above and/or utilizing other evidence of a student’s achievement of overall 
expectations to determine a subject/course mark.  

Academic Integrity 

It must be made clear to students that they are responsible for providing evidence of their learning within established 
timelines, and that there are consequences for cheating and/or plagiarizing. Students must understand that the 
assignments/tests/exams they complete for evaluation must be their own work and that cheating, and plagiarism will not 
be tolerated. (Growing Success, 2012. p. 42) Plagiarism is defined as the use or close imitation of the language and 
thoughts of another without attribution, in order to represent them as one’s own original work. (Growing Success, 
2021, p.152). Cheating is defined as acting dishonestly or unfairly to gain an advantage. (Oxford Language Dictionary). 
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Preventative Measures: 

• Communicate the definition of plagiarism and cheating to students and families and ensure an understanding of 
the fact that any actions of the sort will not be tolerated. 

• Teach explicit strategies for citing sources properly and for avoiding plagiarism. 
• Have students complete assessments under the supervision of the educator, whenever possible.  
• Provide meaningful class time for the completion of assignments. 
• Notify students and families if anti-plagiarism software is being used. 
• Monitor progress on an ongoing basis. 

Responsive Measures: 

• Seek clarification from the student regarding the reason for the cheating/plagiarism. 
• Consider mitigating factors, including the grade level of the student; the maturity of the student; the number and 

frequency of incidents; and the individual circumstances of the student.  
• Consult with the school administrator to determine next steps, which may include redoing part/all of the 

assignment; completing an alternate assignment; earning a mark of zero for the assignment/work submitted; 
responding in alignment with progressive discipline.  

• Inform families that school administrators will maintain a record of any reported cheating/plagiarism and the 
resulting actions. 

The Kindergarten Communication of Learning Report 

Assessment is the process of gathering and interpreting information that accurately reflects the child’s demonstration of 
learning in relation to the knowledge and skills outlined in the overall expectations of The Kindergarten Program (2016). 
The primary purpose of assessment is to improve learning and to help children become self-regulating, autonomous 
learners. 

Educators engage in assessment for learning as they observe, collect, and document evidence of children’s learning 
through the process of pedagogical documentation and provide descriptive feedback to the children that is designed to 
help them move forward in their development. Educators engage in assessment as learning when they support children in 
setting individual goals, monitoring their own progress, determining next steps, and reflecting on their thinking and 
learning, to help them become confident, autonomous learners. The child and the child’s family are encouraged to join the 
educators in supporting the learning of the child through assessment for and as learning (Growing Success: The 
Kindergarten Addendum, 2016, p. 6). 

The Kindergarten Communication of Learning reports are intended to provide parents/guardians/caregivers with 
descriptions, including anecdotal comments, about their child’s strengths and growth in relation to the overall expectations 
within each of the four frames of The Kindergarten Program written in language that parents/guardians/caregivers can 
relate to and understand. Next steps in the child’s learning are also indicated, to inform parents/guardians/caregivers of 
the educators’ plans for supporting the child’s new learning at school and to assist them in supporting their child’s learning 
at home. 

The information educators provide in The Communication of Learning report is an important element in the ongoing 
communication with parents. Educators are informed by evidence gathered through pedagogical documentation, their 
knowledge of child development, and the expectations outlined in The Kindergarten Program. The synthesis of this 
information helps the educator decide which aspects of the child’s key learning and growth in learning, and which next 
steps, are the most important to comment on for the reporting period.  

For the Initial Observation Report, during the Fall of the school year, educators will provide an overview of the student’s 
key learning and growth in learning, along with information about next steps in learning. This overview will serve as the 
basis for discussion with parents/guardians/caregivers and as a support for parents’/guardians’ ongoing participation in 
their child’s learning. 
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Comments in the Kindergarten Communication of Learning Reports will focus on each student’s learning and growth 
related to overall expectations in each of the four frames. These comments will support each student’s achievement, 
growth, and next steps in learning. Comments about a child’s learning should provide parents/guardians/caregivers with 
personalized descriptions, written in a narrative in plain language (Growing Success: Kindergarten Addendum, 2016, p. 
13-15). 

The Communication of Learning report, sent home in February, reflects the child’s growth in learning in relation to the 
overall expectations introduced and developed from September to January of the school year. The Communication of 
Learning report sent home in June reflects the child’s growth in learning in relation to the overall expectations introduced 
or further developed from February to June of the school year. 

Assessment and evaluation of children’s learning in kindergarten are focused on the individual child and are not based on 
standard levels of achievement. As stated in The Kindergarten Program, children enter kindergarten at various stages of 
development and with diverse backgrounds and experiences and they will leave it at various stages and at different points 
in their growth in relation to the program expectations.  

Evaluation in kindergarten is the summarizing of evidence of a child’s learning in relation to the overall expectations 
outlined in The Kindergarten Program at the end of a reporting period to specify the child’s key learning, growth in 
learning, and next steps in learning. Educators interpret and judge the evidence of learning, to determine a child’s growth 
in relation to the overall expectations. Educators also consider their knowledge of the child as a learner. 

Comments on the Communication of Learning reports are a distillation of the evidence of learning accumulated over time, 
with special consideration given to more recent evidence of the child’s learning (Growing Success – The Kindergarten 
Addendum, p.13).  

When informing parents/guardians/caregivers about what their child has learned, their growth as learners, and next steps 
for learning, written comments should: 

• Include key learning(s); growth in learning; and possible next steps for learning at home and school. 
• Include specific evidence of learning gathered from conversations, observations, and demonstrations of learning 

(may include quotes from the child). 
• Honour the unique pattern of learning and growth of each individual child. 
• Use clear, precise, and meaningful language easily understood by parents/guardians/caregivers. 
• Reflect using an asset lens and focus on what the child brings to the learning (strengths, skills). 
• Be personalized and reference a child’s preferences and interests. 

ECEs will contribute to the Communication of Learning Reports by collaborating with the educators involved in instruction. 

Planning Time Educators and the Kindergarten Educator Team  

• Collaborate in advance, and have a shared understanding, of what frames’ comments will be provided for the 
Initial Observation and Communication of Learning reports.  

• Kindergarten Planning Time Educators will provide Kindergarten homeroom educators with their anecdotal 
comments electronically. 

• For more details, please refer to the Prep 2021 Curriculum Kindergarten Educator Team Information for 
Assessment.  

When a child’s learning and growth in learning are based on expectations modified from the expectations in The 
Kindergarten Program (2016) to support ELL needs, educators will check the ESL box for the frame. Modifications for 
ELLs in Kindergarten are rare. Please consult with the Administrator and System ELL/ESL support staff for additional 
information and guidance. 

Educators will not check the ESL box to indicate only: 

• that the child is an ELL; or 
• that accommodations have been provided to support learning. 
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Elementary Reporting Periods 

There are three formal reporting periods for elementary schools. (Growing Success, 2010) as outlined in the chart below: 

Reporting Period 1 September – end of 
October 

Kindergarten Communication of Learning: 
Initial Observation or Progress Report: 
Grade 1 to Grade 8 

Term 1 

Reporting Period 2 September – end of 
January 

Kindergarten Communication of Learning or 
Term 1 Report Card: Grade 1 to Grade 8 

Term 1 

*The first Kindergarten Communication of Learning and Term 1 Report Card: Grade 1 to Grade 8 shall reflect the 
student’s learning and growth from September to the end of the second reporting period. 

Reporting Period 3 February – June Kindergarten Communication of Learning or 
Term 2 Report Card: Grade 1 to Grade 8 

Term 2 

*The second Kindergarten Communication of Learning and Term 2 Report Card: Grade 1 to Grade 8 shall reflect the 
student’s learning and growth from February to the end of the third reporting period. 

Elementary schools are required to provide a progress report/report card for a student who has been registered at the 
school for a minimum of 42 consecutive calendar days (six weeks) (including weekends, holidays, and Professional 
Activity Days) during the reporting period.  

Secondary Reporting Periods: 

Secondary schools will use the Provincial Report Card, Grade 9 to Grade12, for formal written reports to 
parents/guardians/caregivers two times per semester. The first report must be issued during the fall, at the midterm period 
and the second report at the conclusion of the semester. The same time frame for issuance will be used for Semester 2. 
Full-year courses taught in semestered schools will be reported on at a minimum of three times throughout the year, with 
four reports being preferred. 

Assessment and Evaluation of Learning Skills (Elementary and Secondary) 

The development of Learning Skills is an integral part of a student’s learning. The evaluation of Learning Skills, apart from 
any that may be included as part of a curriculum expectation in a subject or course, should not be considered in the 
determination of a student’s grades. (Growing Success, 2010, p.10). Sample descriptors are provided in Growing Success 
(2010, p. 11) to assist, but not restrict, educators when reporting on student progress in Learning Skills. The educator will 
complete the Learning Skills and Work Habits section of reports noting strengths and areas of next steps for improvement.  

For Grade 1 to Grade 12, educators will model, teach, and help develop Learning Skills by providing opportunities for 
students to demonstrate their skills and work habits in the following six categories: 

• Responsibility 
• Organization 
• Independent Work 
• Collaboration 
• Initiative 
• Self-Regulation 

Educators will support students in drawing connections between the Learning Skills and the Ontario Catholic School 
Graduate Expectations. 
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Learning Skills will be assessed, evaluated, and reported according to the following four-point scale: 
E – Excellent 
G – Good 
S – Satisfactory 
N – Needs Improvement 

This four-point scale will be clearly communicated to students. 

Educators will ensure that they assess and evaluate students’ development of learning skills by gathering evidence of 
achievement with reasonable frequency and by providing ongoing descriptive feedback (i.e., using student self-
assessment to help students understand and assess their own learning). Educators will keep accurate records (in the 
form of checklists and logs) of their assessment and evaluation of Learning Skills. 

The evaluation of Learning Skills and Work Habits will not be incorporated into the determination of the student’s 
reported grade in a given subject area. In some rare cases, particular course expectations may identify skills that are 
also identified as generic learning skills. In such cases, student achievement of these expectations may be considered in 
the determination of a student’s grades. In Grade 9 to Grade 12, this will be indicated on the Course Information Sheet. 

Learning Skills will be reported separately from student achievement of the curriculum expectations. 

Determining a report card grade will involve educators' professional judgement and evaluation of evidence that has been 
collected through observation, conversations, a products/demonstration of learning, and should reflect the student’s most 
consistent level of achievement, with special consideration given to more recent evidence (Growing Success, 2010, 
p. 39).

Educators will refer to Page 11 of Growing Success for examples of behaviours associated with each Learning Skill. 
These sample behaviours are intended to guide educators in the instruction, assessment, and evaluation of Learning 
Skills. This list is intended to support, but not restrict educators in their efforts to help students become effective learners. 
Educators will use their professional judgement to ensure that the expectations and success criteria for Learning Skills are 
appropriate for the age, maturity, and level of their students. 

For more information regarding Learning Skills, see Page 9 to Page 14 of Growing Success 

Assessment and Evaluation of Subject Areas in Grade 1 to Grade 8: 

Progress Reports Report Cards 

Religion and Family Life 

Report on both overall Religious Education and Family 
Life Education and provide comments. 

Grade 1 to Grade 6: Provide a letter grade at the end 
of comments that is reflective of achievement in both 
Religious Education and Family Life. 
Grade 7 and Grade 8: Provide a percentage at the 
end of comments that is reflective of achievement in 
both Religious Education and Family Life. 

Language 

Report on overall Language Achievement and provide 
comments. 

Provide a letter grade/percentage for each strand and 
comments that are reflective of achievement across all 
strands. 
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French-as-a-Second Language 

Core 
Grade 1 to Grade 8: Comment is based on Listening 
and Speaking only.  
Comment reflects progress on listening and speaking 
and a next step for learning. 

French Immersion – French Literacy 
Grade 1: Comment is based on listening and speaking 
only. 
Grade 2 to Grade 8: Comment is based on all four 
strands. 

French Immersion – English Literacy  
Grade 1: Comments are based on Oral Language skills 
only on Progress Report.  
Grade 2: Comments are based on Oral Language skills 
and Reading only on Progress Report.  
Grade 3 to Grade 8: Comments are based on Oral 
Language skills, Reading, and Writing. 

French  
Core/Immersion 
Check the appropriate box to indicate the type of 
program the student is enrolled in. 

French Box 
Check this box if the student is enrolled in an immersion 
program and receives instruction in French for the 
subject/strand. 

Core 
There is a gradual progression of reporting on French 
achievement to all strands to allow for a greater focus 
on oral communication skills to develop followed by 
reading, then writing. 
Core French 
Grade 1 to Grade 4: Provide a letter grade and 
comments for listening and speaking strands only for 
Term 1.  
Grade 5 to Grade 8: Provide a letter grade and 
comments for all four strands for Term 1 and Term 2. 
Grade 1: Provide a letter grade and comment for 
listening and speaking strands only for Term 2. 

French Immersion – French Literacy 
Grade 1: Provide a letter grade and comment for 
listening, speaking, and reading in Term 1 and all 
strands in Term 2.  
Grade 2 to Grade 8: Provide a letter grade and 
comment for all strands in Term 1 and Term 2. 

French Immersion - English Literacy 
N.B. – Media Literacy will be taught and reported on by 
the homeroom teacher.  
Grade 1: Provide a letter grade and comment for 
listening, speaking, and reading for Term 1 and all 
strands for Term 2. 
Grade 2 to Grade 8: Provide a letter grade and 
comment for all strands in Term 1 and Term 2. 

Core/Immersion 
Check the appropriate box to indicate the type of 
program the student is enrolled in. 

French Box 
Check this box if the student is enrolled in an 
immersion program and receives instruction in French 
for the subject/strand. Omit already stated on other 
column to the left 

Math 

Report on overall math achievement and provide 
comments. 

Provide a single letter grade/percentage grade and 
comment that is reflective of integrated learning across 
the strands. 

Science 

Report on overall Science Achievement. Provide a letter grade/percentage mark and comments 
for science and technology. In the space provided for 
comments, indicate which strands were reported on 
the appropriate period. 
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Social Studies 

Report on overall Social Studies Achievement. Grade 1 to Grade 6: Provide a letter grade and 
comments for Social Studies. In the space provided for 
comments, indicate which strands were reported for 
the appropriate period. 

History / Geography 

Report on overall Geography achievement in Term 1 
and History in Term 2. 
Use an N/A if one of the subjects was not reported on in 
a term. 

Grade 7 and Grade 8: Term 1: Provide a percentage 
mark and comments for Geography. Term 2: Provide 
a percentage mark and comments for History.  
When students are instructed in only one of History or 
Geography for the reporting period, 
parents/guardians/caregivers should be informed at 
the beginning of the reporting period and it should be 
noted in the comments, and the appropriate N/A box 
should be checked. Achievement in both history and 
geography must be reported at least once in the 
school year. 

Physical Education/Health 

Report on both overall Physical Education and Health 
Achievement. 

Provide a letter grade/percentage and comment for 
Physical Education and Health. 

Arts 

Report on overall achievement in Drama, Music, and 
Visual Arts. 

Term One: Provide a letter grade/percentage and 
comment for Drama, Music, and Visual Arts. 
Term Two: Provide a letter grade/percentage and 
comment for Dance, Music, and Visual Arts 

Additional Considerations:  Elementary and Secondary: English Language Learners (ELLs), Individual Education 
Plans (IEPs), Accommodations and Modifications 

English Language Learners 

English language learners (ELLs) are learning the language of instruction at the same time as they are learning the 
curriculum. In addition to assessing the achievement of curriculum expectations, educators will monitor and assess ELLs 
developing proficiency in English utilizing the Ministry Steps to English (See link to this reference in the reference section 
of this policy; English Language Learners / ESL and ELD Programs and Services: Policies and Procedures for Ontario). 

Student strengths and needs are identified through STEP Initial Assessment, ongoing STEP assessment, and classroom 
assessment strategies. Effective assessment and evaluation of ELLs, depends on the frequent monitoring of their 
progress in meeting next steps in English language acquisition and in meeting curriculum expectations. Educators will 
provide students with a wide range of opportunities to demonstrate their learning in ways that reflect an ELL’s individual 
STEP levels, taking into consideration their cultural and linguistic needs. 

Program adaptations for ELLs such as accommodations and temporary modifications are determined by the assessment 
process and are based on an ELL’s individual STEP levels. 
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Accommodations for ELLs Grade 1 to Grade 12 (IEP not required): 

• Program adaptations such as accommodations for ELLs are strategies and provisions planned by the educator to 
enable students to meet the curriculum expectations. When a student’s program is accommodated, the provincial 
curriculum expectations are not altered. 

• For ELLs who require accommodations, evaluation of achievement will be based on the appropriate 
subject/grade/course curriculum expectations and the achievement levels. 

• Educators will not check the ESL/ELD box on the elementary progress report card and the provincial report cards 
for Grade 1 to Grade 12 for ELLs receiving accommodations only. 

Modifications for ELLs, Grade 1 to Grade 12 (IEP not required): 

• Program adaptations, such as temporary modifications for ELLs, are changes made to the age-appropriate grade 
level expectations for a subject or course to meet a student’s language learning needs. 

• Temporary modifications are appropriate for ELLs in the early stages of learning English (or early STEP levels), or 
those who have had limited prior schooling. 

• When curriculum expectations are modified to meet the language learning needs of ELLs, assessment and 
evaluation will be based on the documented modified expectations. This will be noted on the elementary progress 
report card and the provincial report cards for Grade 1 to Grade12 and communicated to parents. 

• Educators, in collaboration with Administrators, will determine the most effective way to document the 
modification of curriculum expectations for ELLs. 

• Modifications may be made to some or all subject or course expectations. 
• At the secondary level, when modifications are made to support English language learning needs, the 

Administrator collaborates with the educator to determine the integrity of the credit. 
• Modifications for ELLs in secondary are determined on a case-by-case basis. Please consult with the 

Administrator and System ELL/ESL staff for additional information and guidance. 
• Educators will check the ESL/ELD box on the elementary progress report and the provincial reports cards for 

Grade 1 to Grade 12 only for ELLs receiving modifications. 

Assessment and Evaluation Considering Individual Education Plan (IEP) 

Individual Education Plan (IEP) 

When a student has an accommodated, modified, and/or alternative program, the IEP box on the Report Card may be 
checked as noted below. 

IEP with Accommodations Only 

If the student’s IEP requires only accommodations to support learning, educators will not check the IEP box. Key learning, 
growth in learning, and next steps in learning are based on the expectations in the curriculum. 

IEP with Modified Expectations 

If the expectations in the IEP are based on, but vary from, the scope and/or complexity of the expectations of the regular 
program, educators must check the IEP box for the frame/subject/course and include the following statement:  

Kindergarten: Program expectations have been modified to meet the needs of the child. (Growing Success: Kindergarten 
Addendum, 2016, p.15)  

Grade 1 to Grade 12: This (letter grade/percentage mark) is based on achievement of expectations in the IEP that vary 
from the Grade X expectations. (Growing Success, 2010, p. 61) 
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IEP With Alternative Learning Expectations 

Where a student’s IEP identifies alternative learning expectations, the educator must check the IEP box for the 
subject/course and include the following statement: This (letter grade/percentage mark) is based on achievement of 
alternative learning expectations in the IEP, which are not based on the Ontario curriculum. (Growing Success, 2010, 
p. 62) Comments and progress noted on report cards should be in alignment with students’ Individual Education Plans. 

Use of N/A in the Elementary Panel 

If a student has not received instruction in a subject/strand, the teacher educator will check the N/A box and include a 
comment (i.e., History was not taught during Term 1). The N/A box is not used to indicate that a student was absent from 
instruction in a particular strand or subject. 

Use of Code I (in Grade 1 to Grade 10) 

Code I may be used on rare occasions on a student’s report card, including the final report card, to indicate that 
insufficient evidence is available to determine a letter grade or percentage mark. For the report card, educators will use 
their professional judgement to determine when the use of a Code I is appropriate and in the best interests of the 
students. Educators will include a comment as to the reason that a Code I was selected. 

For example: 

• The student has enrolled in the school very recently (less than 42 calendar days), 
• There were issues or extenuating circumstances beyond the student’s control, such as protracted illness, that 

affected their attendance and/or ability to provide sufficient evidence of achievement of the overall expectations. 

Code I may only be given after consultation with the school administrator and communication with the family well in 
advance of the reporting period.  

Use of Code R or Marks Less than 50% (Elementary and Secondary) 

The Code R represents achievement that falls below Level 1 and is used in the evaluation and reporting of student 
achievement in Grade 1 to Grade 8. Both R and marks below 50% signal that additional learning is required before the 
student begins to achieve success in meeting the subject/grade curriculum expectations. Code R and percentage marks 
below 50 percent, indicate the need for the development of strategies to address the student’s specific learning needs in 
order to support their success in learning (Growing Success, 2010, p. 41). Educators are reminded of the importance of 
using many forms of assessment to best inform the mark/grade being assigned. 

When assigning a Code R or a percentage mark below 50%, parents/guardians/caregivers shall be informed well in 
advance of the report card being issued.  

In Grade 1 to Grade 8, students with an IEP who require modified or alternative expectations and beginning ELLs with 
modified expectations would rarely receive a Code R (Growing Success, 2010, p. 41). 

Use of Code AL (Elementary Panel) 

The Code AL is used on the rare occasions for students in Grade 1 to Grade 8, who are having a subject reported using 
an alternative format. 

This is used: 

• Where a student has it established in an IEP that they will be receiving an Alternate Report Card for that subject. 
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The following conditions must also apply: 

• The student must be receiving the standard Provincial Report Card in addition to the Alternate Report Card. 
• The educator must provide an explanatory comment in the subject comment field to explain how that subject will 

be reported. 
• Students who are receiving a letter grade/percentage mark based on alternative learning expectations as 

established in an IEP would not have the letter grade/percentage mark substituted with a Code AL for that 
subject. They would receive the letter grade/percentage mark with the explanatory comments. 

In Special Education class placements, where the student’s program is not based on expectations from the Ontario 
curriculum, the Alternate Report Card is used to report achievement. When using this alternative format, educators should 
indicate the student’s progress/achievement relative to the expectations identified in the IEP and should comment on the 
student’s strengths and next steps for improvement. Only students in self-contained classes receive this Alternate Report 
Card. Students with a developmental exceptionality in a regular class use the Provincial Report Card. 

Completion of Grade 9 to Grade 12 Provincial Report Cards 

The following procedures align with Ministry of Education requirements provided in Growing Success (2010), its 
fundamental principles and expectations and Board policy, Assessment and Evaluation in schools for Grade Kindergarten 
to Grade 12. 

For Grade 9 to Grade 12, a student’s achievement of the overall expectations will be evaluated in accordance with the 
achievement charts in the provincial curriculum and will be reported using percentage marks. (Growing Success, 2010, 
p. 40) While all curriculum expectations must be accounted for in instruction and assessment, evaluation focuses on 
students’ achievement of the overall expectations. (Growing Success, 2010, p. 38) 

The Achievement Chart 

For Grades 1 to Grade 12, educators will base assessment and evaluation on both content standards and performance 
standards. 

Content Standards are the curriculum expectations identified for every subject and discipline. Taken together, the overall 
and specific expectations represent the content standards for every subject and discipline. 

Performance Standards are outlined in the achievement chart that is included in every curriculum document. The 
achievement chart is a standard province-wide guide to be used by all educators as a framework for assessment and 
evaluation of student achievement of curriculum expectations. Educators can use the achievement chart to make 
consistent judgements about the quality of student learning based on clear performance standards. 

The achievement chart identifies four categories of knowledge and skills that are common to all grades, subject areas, 
and disciplines. The four categories help educators when assessing to focus not only on the student’s acquisition of 
knowledge, but also on the development of thinking, communication, and application skills. The categories of knowledge 
and skills are as follows: 

• Knowledge and Understanding 
o Subject specific content acquired in each grade/course (knowledge) and the comprehension of its meaning and 

significance (understanding).  
• Thinking 

o The use of critical and creative thinking skills and/or processes.  
• Communication 

o The conveying of meaning through various forms. 
• Application 

o The use of knowledge and skills to make connections within and between various contexts.  
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The four categories should be considered as interrelated, reflecting the wholeness and interconnectedness of learning. 

Educators will ensure that student learning is assessed and evaluated in a balanced manner with respect to these four 
categories. The weighting of the four categories is determined by clustering the expectations of the course. 

Educators teaching the same course, at the same grade level, should strive for consistency with regard to the weighting of 
the four categories, within the same school. There is flexibility for category weighting depending on instruction in Grade 9 
and Grade 10. Communication and thinking categories may be higher due to instruction used, for example, in a thinking 
classroom model. 

The achievement chart identifies four levels of achievement, defined as follows:  

• Level 1 
o Achievement that falls much below the provincial standard.  
o Student demonstrates knowledge and skills with limited effectiveness.  

• Level 2 
o Achievement that approaches the provincial standard.  
o Student demonstrates knowledge and skills with some effectiveness.  

• Level 3 
o Achievement at the provincial standard.  
o Student demonstrates the specified knowledge and skills with considerable effectiveness.  

• Level 4 
o Achievement that surpasses the provincial standard.  
o Student demonstrates the specified knowledge and skills with a high degree of effectiveness.  

Note: Level 4 achievement reflects student learning AT the current grade level. This achievement does not mean that 
the student has achieved expectations beyond those specified for the grade/course. 

For more information regarding the Achievement Chart, see Growing Success, 2010, pp. 15-25. 

Assessment and Evaluation of Student Achievement  

Assessment is based on evidence of student achievement of the provincial curriculum expectations.  

All assessment and evaluation of student work is criterion-referenced. This means that educators assess and evaluate 
student work with reference to established criteria for four levels of achievement that are standard across the province. 
Educators will not assess or evaluate student work by comparison with work done by other students, through the ranking 
of student performance, or with reference to performance standards developed by individual educators for their own 
classrooms. 

Educators will ensure that all specific expectations are accounted for in instruction and assessment, and that evaluation 
focuses on students’ achievement of the overall expectations.  
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As essential steps in assessing for learning and as learning, educators need to: 

• Plan assessment concurrently and integrate it seamlessly with instruction.  
• Share learning goals and success criteria with students at the outset of learning to ensure that students and 

educators have a common and shared understanding of these goals and criteria as learning progresses.  
• Gather information about student learning before, during, and at or near the end of a period of instruction, using a 

variety of assessment strategies and tools.  
• Use assessment to inform instruction, guide next steps, and help students monitor their progress towards 

achieving their learning goals.  
• Analyze and interpret evidence of learning.  
• Give and receive specific and timely descriptive feedback about student learning.  
• Help students to develop skills of peer and self-assessment. 

Educators must use a variety of assessment strategies to elicit information about student learning. These strategies 
should be triangulated to include observation, student-educator conversations, and student products. Educators then use 
the information gathered to adjust instruction and provide feedback. 

Evaluation is based on assessment of learning that provides evidence of student achievement at strategic times 
throughout the term or course. 

Evaluation focuses on students’ achievement of the overall expectations, which is evaluated based on their achievement 
of related specific expectations. Educators will use their professional judgement to determine which specific expectations 
should be used to evaluate achievement of the overall expectations, and which ones will be accounted for in instruction 
and assessment, but not necessarily considered for evaluation purposes. 

Evidence of student achievement for evaluation is collected over time from three different sources; observations, 
conversations, and student products (triangulation of data). To increase the reliability and validity of the evaluation of 
student learning, educators will use multiple sources of evidence throughout a course or unit of study. 

Student products may be in the form of tests or exams and/or assignments for evaluation. Assignments for evaluation 
may include rich performance tasks, demonstrations, projects and/or essays. To ensure equity for all students, 
assignments for evaluation and tests or exams are to be completed whenever possible under the supervision of an 
educator. 

Ongoing homework, which students complete to consolidate their knowledge or prepare for the next class, must 
not be included in assignments for evaluation. 
Group projects may be included in assignments for evaluation, if each student’s work within the group project is 
evaluated independently and assigned an individual mark, as opposed to a common group mark.  
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Purpose of the Classroom 
Assessment Nature of Assessment Use of Information 

Assessment for Learning 
Assessment for learning is the 
process of seeking and interpreting 
evidence for use by learners and their 
educators to decide where the 
learners are in their learning, where 
they need to go and how best to get 
there. (Assessment Reform Group, 
2002, p. 2) 

Diagnostic Assessment: 
Occurs before instruction begins so 
educators can determine students’ 
readiness to learn new knowledge 
and skills, as well as obtain 
information about their interests and 
learning preferences.  

The information gathered is used by 
educators and students to determine 
what students already know and can 
do with respect to the knowledge and 
skills identified in the overall and 
specific expectations, so educators 
can plan instruction and assessment 
that are differentiated and 
personalized and work with students 
to set appropriate learning goals.  

Formative Assessment: 
Occurs frequently and in an ongoing 
manner during instruction, while 
students are still gaining knowledge 
and practicing skills.  

The information gathered is used by 
educators to monitor students’ 
progress towards achieving the 
overall and specific expectations, so 
that educators can provide timely and 
specific descriptive feedback to 
students, scaffold next steps, and 
differentiate instruction and 
assessment in response to student 
needs.  

Assessment as Learning 
Assessment as learning focuses on 
the explicit fostering of students’ 
capacity over time to be their own 
best assessors, but educators need to 
start by presenting and modelling 
external, structured opportunities for 
students to assess themselves. 
(Western and Northern Canadian 
Protocol, p. 42) 

Formative Assessment: 
Occurs frequently and in an ongoing 
manner during instruction, with 
support, modelling, and guidance 
from the educator.  

The information gathered is used by 
students to provide feedback to other 
students (peer assessment), monitor 
their own progress towards achieving 
their learning goals (self-assessment), 
make adjustments in their learning 
approaches, reflect on their learning, 
and set individual goals for learning.  

Assessment of Learning 
Assessment of learning is the 
assessment that becomes public and 
results in statements or symbols 
about how well students are learning. 
It often contributes to pivotal 
decisions that will affect students’ 
futures.” (Western and Northern 
Canadian Protocol, p.55) 

Summative Assessment: 
Occurs at or near the end of a period 
of learning and may be used to inform 
further instruction.  

The information gathered is used by 
the educator to summarize learning at 
a given point in time. This summary is 
used to make professional 
judgements about the quality of 
student learning based on established 
criteria, to assign a value to represent 
that quality, and to support the 
communication of information about 
achievement to students themselves, 
families, educators, and others.  
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The Elementary Progress Report, Grade 1 to Grade 8 

In the fall, educators will use the Elementary Progress Report Card to inform parents/guardians/caregivers of the progress 
students are making towards achievement of the curriculum expectations for each subject/strand. 

The Ministry has set the provincial standard, or target for achievement, at Level 3 (Letter Grade B or 70%-79%). 
Educators will use professional judgement to determine the progression status based on evidence of student 
achievement. 

Educators will check one of the following to indicate progress: 

• Progressing Very Well 
o Student achievement is meeting or surpassing the provincial standard.  

• Progressing Well  
o Student achievement is approaching the provincial standard.  

• Progressing with Difficulty  
o Student achievement is not currently meeting the provincial standard.  

The elementary progress report is designed to show a student’s development of the learning skills and work habits during 
the fall of the school year, as well as a student’s general progress in working towards the achievement of the curriculum 
expectations in all subjects. 

If a student did not receive instruction in a subject/strand the educator will check the NA box.  

Comments on the elementary progress report are intended to provide an overview of a student’s initial progress. It is not 
necessary for educators to comment on all subjects/strands in the one space provided for comments; however, educators 
are expected to comment on all core subjects such as Religion and Family Life; Language, and Mathematics. Educators 
should discuss and decide, with their administrator, what subject areas should be commented on when completing the 
Progress Report. 

Completion of Report Card Based on Six-Week Enrollment (42 days) (as referenced in The OSR Guideline, 2000 
3.2.1.1 p.8): OnSIS requires data for each student enrolled in the Board. 

When a student is newly enrolled at a school and no information is being recorded on a report card, educators 
must adhere to the following guidelines in Power Teacher Pro:  

• Leave the achievement level for each subject or strand blank. 
• Leave the Learning Skills and Work Habits blank. 
• Religion:  no information required. 
• Language:  click the N/A box  
• French: click the N/A box. 
• Mathematics:  no information required 
• Science & Technology:  no information required. 
• Social Studies:  no information required. 
• History:  no information required. 
• Geography:  no information required. 
• Health:  no information required. 
• Physical Education:  no information required. 
• The Arts:  Enter an NA in the ESL/ELD/IEP column immediately to the right of each strand reported on in the 

term. 

For students who have been enrolled in an educator’s class a minimum of six weeks (42 days) prior to the scheduled 
reporting date, the educator must provide marks and comments for the subjects and learning skills assessed. 

For students who have been in an educator’s class for less than six weeks, the educator in whose class the student was 
previously enrolled, must produce the Progress Report.  
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Where possible, educators who have recently received a new student and are responsible for preparing the student’s 
report card, are encouraged to communicate and collaborate with the student’s previous educator to help gather 
assessment and evaluation information that may assist with preparing an accurate report card with comments. In 
instances when an educator is assigned to a class, immediately prior to the reporting period, the educator will work with 
the school team to complete a report card to communicate learning, for that reporting period. 

Independent of the date on which reports are submitted to the administrator, the six-week enrollment is based on the 
scheduled reporting date outlined in the Board Calendar. 

The Elementary Report Card, Grade 1 to Grade 6 

The report card grade represents a student’s achievement of overall curriculum expectations as demonstrated to that 
point in time. The first provincial report card will reflect the student’s achievement of curriculum expectations introduced 
and developed from September to January/February of the school year, as well as the development of Learning Skills 
during that same period. The second provincial report card will reflect the student’s achievement of curriculum 
expectations introduced and developed from January/February to June of the school year, as well as the student’s 
development of the learning skills during that period. 

Determining a report card grade will involve educators’ professional judgement and interpretation of evidence.  

In determining the report card grade, educators will consider all evidence collected through observations, conversations, 
and student products. The educator will consider the evidence the student has completed or submitted, the number of 
tests/exams or assignments that were not completed or submitted, and the evidence of achievement that is available for 
each overall expectation for a subject. In addition, the educator will consider that some evidence carries greater weight 
than other evidence. Educators will weigh all evidence of student achievement based on these considerations and use 
their professional judgement to determine a report card grade. 

Educators will ensure they consider only evidence, which may be included in determining a grade: 

Can be Included in the Grade: Must Not be Included in the Grade: 

• Performance and products through which a 
student’s knowledge and skills are demonstrated.  

• Processes through which a student’s knowledge 
and skills are observed.  

• Most consistent level of achievement with 
consideration for most recent evidence, when 
appropriate. 

• Educator observations of, and conversations with 
students, that provide evidence of student thinking 
and learning. 

• Only summative assessment information is 
considered.  

For Example: 
• Personal communication task (say). 
• Paper/pencil task (write). 
• Performance task (do). 

• Data from practice assessments, pre-assessments, 
coaching activities, or feedback.  

• Attitudes and behaviours.  
• Learning Skills and work habits are represented in the 

Learning Skills section of the report card, and not 
included in determining a grade.   

For Example: 
• Diagnostic assessments.  
• Learning skills (except when included as a curriculum 

expectation).  
• Participation or effort.  
• Attendance and punctuality.  

The report card grade should reflect the student’s most consistent level of achievement, with special consideration given 
to more recent evidence. 
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In Grade 1 to Grade 6, student achievement of the overall curriculum expectations will be evaluated in accordance with 
the achievement charts in the provincial curriculum and will be reported using letter grades as shown below: 

Achievement Level Letter Grade  Achievement Level Letter Grade 

4+ A+  2+ C+ 

4 A  2 C 

4− A−  2− C− 

3+ B+  1+ D+ 

3 B  1 D 

3− B−  1− D− 

The Code R will be used to represent achievement that falls below Level 1. Code R indicates the need for the 
development of strategies to address the student’s specific learning needs to support their success in learning. When 
appropriate, parents/guardians/caregivers will be consulted in this process. 

In Grade 1 to Grade 6, students with an IEP who require modified or alternative expectations and beginning ELL with 
modified expectations would rarely receive a Code R. 

In Grade 1 to Grade 6, Code I may be used on the report card to indicate that insufficient evidence is available to 
determine a letter grade. Educators will use their professional judgement to determine when the use of Code I is 
appropriate and in the best interests of the student. Educators should consult with their school administrator when 
considering the use of “I” on the report card. 

Late and missed assignments for evaluation can be noted on the report card as part of the evaluation of the student’s 
Learning Skills. 

Educators should refer to the Growing Success document, Reporting Procedures and Guidelines, Grade 1 to Grade 8, for 
more information regarding the completion of the elementary report card. 

The Elementary Report Card, Grade 7 to Grade 8  

The report card grade represents a student’s achievement of overall curriculum expectations as demonstrated to that 
point in time. The first provincial report card will reflect the student’s achievement of curriculum expectations introduced 
and developed from September to January/February of the school year, as well as the development of learning skills 
during that same period. The second provincial report card will reflect the student’s achievement of curriculum 
expectations introduced and developed from January/February to June of the school year, as well as the student’s 
development of the learning skills during that period. 

Determining a report card grade will involve the educators’ professional judgement and interpretation of evidence. 

In determining the report card grade, educators will consider all evidence collected through observations, conversations, 
and student products. The educator will consider the evidence that the student has completed or submitted, the number of 
tests/exams or assignments that were not completed or submitted, and the evidence of achievement that is available for 
each overall expectation for a subject. In addition, the educator will consider that some evidence carries greater weight 
than other evidence. Educators will weigh all evidence of student achievement based on these considerations and use 
their professional judgement to determine a report card grade. 
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Educators will ensure that they are considering only evidence, which may be included in calculating the grade: 

Can be Included in the Grade: Must Not be Included in the Grade: 

• Performance and products through which a 
student’s knowledge and skills are demonstrated.  

• Processes through which a student’s knowledge 
and skills are observed.  

• Most consistent level of achievement with 
consideration for most recent evidence, when 
appropriate. 

• Educator observations of, and conversations with 
students, that provide evidence of student 
thinking and learning. 

• Only summative assessment information is 
considered.  

For Example: 
• Personal communication task (say). 
• Paper/pencil task (write). 
• Performance task (do). 

• Data from practice assessments, pre-tests, 
coaching activities, or feedback.  

• Attitudes and behaviours.  
• Learning Skills and work habits are represented 

in the Learning Skills section of the report card, 
and not included in determining a grade.   

For Example: 
• Diagnostic assessments.  
• Learning skills (except when included as a 

curriculum expectation).  
• Participation or effort.  
• Attendance and punctuality.  

The report card grade should reflect the student’s most consistent level of achievement, with special consideration given 
to more recent evidence. An average of all levels of achievement does not always accurately reflect a student’s 
achievement and should not be used in isolation to calculate the final grade. 

In Grade 7 and Grade 8, student achievement of the overall curriculum expectations will be evaluated in accordance with 
the achievement charts in the provincial curriculum and will be reported using percentage grades as shown below: 

Achievement Level Percentage Mark  Achievement Level Percentage Mark 

4+ 95-100  2+ 67-69 

4 87-94  2 63-66 

4− 80-86  2− 60-62 

3+ 77-79  1+ 57-59 

3 73-76  1 53-56 

3− 70-72  1− 50-52 

The Code R will be used to represent achievement that falls below Level 1. Code R indicates the need for the 
development of strategies to address the student’s specific learning needs to support their success. 
Parents/guardians/caregivers will be consulted in this process as well as the administrator, prior to reporting period.  

In Grade 7 and Grade 8, students with an IEP who require modified or alternative expectations and beginning ELL 
students with modified expectations would rarely receive a Code R. 

In Grade 7 and Grade 8, Code I may be used on the report card to indicate that insufficient evidence is available to 
determine a letter grade. Educators will use their professional judgement to determine when the use of Code I is 
appropriate and in the best interests of the student. Educators should consult with their school administrator when 
considering the use of Code I on the report card. 

Late and missed assignments for evaluation can be noted on the report card as part of the evaluation of the student’s 
learning skills.  
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Educators should refer to the Growing Success document, Reporting Procedures and Guidelines, Grade 1 to Grade 8, for 
more information regarding the completion of the elementary report card.  

The Secondary Report Card  

Semestered schools will use the Provincial Report Card, Grade 9 to Grade 12, for formal written reports to 
parents/guardians/caregivers two times per semester. 

Determining a report card grade will involve educators’ professional judgement and interpretation of evidence. 

In determining the report card grade, educators will consider all evidence collected through observations, conversations, 
and student products. Educators will consider the evidence that the student has completed or submitted the number of 
tests/exams or assignments that were not completed or submitted, and the evidence of achievement that is available for 
each overall expectation for a subject. In addition, the educator will consider that some evidence carries greater weight 
than other evidence. Educators will weigh all evidence of student achievement based on these considerations and use 
their professional judgement to determine a report card grade. 

Educators will ensure they are considering only that evidence which may be included in calculating the grade: 

Can be Included in the Grade: Must Not be Included in the Grade: 

• Performance and products through which a student’s 
knowledge and skills are demonstrated.  

• Processes through which a student’s knowledge and 
skills are observed.  

• Educator observations of, and conversations with 
students, that provide evidence of student thinking and 
learning. 

• Most consistent level of achievement with 
consideration for most recent evidence, when 
appropriate. 

• Only summative assessment information is 
considered.  

For Example: 
• Personal communication task (say). 
• Paper/pencil task (write).  
• Performance task (do). 

• Data from practice assessments, pre-tests, coaching 
activities, or feedback.  

• Attitudes and behaviours.  
• Learning skills not identified as a curriculum 

expectation.  
For Example: 
• Diagnostic assessments.  
• Learning skills (except when included as a curriculum 

expectation).  
• Participation or effort.  
• Attendance and punctuality.  

The report card grade should reflect the student’s most consistent level of achievement, with special consideration given 
to more recent evidence. An average of all levels of achievement does not always accurately reflect a student’s 
achievement and should not be used in isolation to calculate the final grade. 
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In Grade 9 to Grade 12, student achievement of the overall curriculum expectations will be evaluated in accordance with 
the achievement charts in the provincial curriculum and will be reported using percentage grades as shown below:  

Achievement Level Percentage Mark Achievement Level Percentage Mark 

3 73-76

4* 100 3− 70-72

4++ 96-99 2+ 67-69

4+ 93-95 2 63-66

4 90-92 2− 60-62

4- 85-89 1+ 57-59

4-- 80-84 1 53-56

3+ 77-79 1− 50-52

For achievement that falls below Level 1, a percentage grade below 50% will be assigned. No percentage grades lower 
than 30% will be assigned on either the mid-term or final report card. No percentage marks of 46%, 47%, 48% or 49% will 
be assigned on the final report card. 

If the final percentage grade is below 50%, no credit will be granted. The subject educator will inform the parent/guardian, 
in a timely manner, that the credit has not been earned. The Recommended Course Placement Form and the Credit 
Recovery Profile will be completed by the subject educator and filed with the office. 

In Grade 9 and Grade10 only, Code I may be used on the report card to indicate that insufficient evidence is available to 
determine a letter grade. Educators will use their professional judgement to determine when the use of Code I is 
appropriate and in the best interests of the student. Educators should consult with their school administrator when 
considering the use of Code I on the report card. 

Late and missed assignments for evaluation will be noted on the report card as part of the evaluation of the student’s 
Learning Skills. The final grade for each course in Grade 9 to Grade12 will be determined as follows: 

• Seventy percent of the grade will be based on a variety of authentic evaluation tasks conducted throughout the
course. This portion of the grade will reflect the student’s most consistent level of achievement throughout the
course, although special consideration should be given to more recent evidence of achievement.

• Thirty percent of the grade should consist of final evaluation tasks administered at or towards the end of the
course. The final evaluation and course culminating activity (activities), allow(s) the student an opportunity to
demonstrate comprehensive achievement of the overall expectations of the course.

• In Grade 9 and Grade10, educators should strive for consistency among different sections of the same course, in
the same school, when determining the breakdown  of the 30%.There must be consistency in how this is divided
in Grade 11 and Grade12 within a school.

• Assessment and evaluation practices should align with instruction practices throughout the course.

Students with Special Education Needs, Grade 1 to Grade 12 

A student’s IEP describes their educational program and any accommodations that may be required. The IEP specifies 
whether the student requires: 

• accommodations only; or
• modified learning expectations, with the accommodations; or
• an alternative program, not derived from the curriculum expectations for a subject/grade or a course.

IEP with Accommodations Only: 

• If the student’s IEP requires only accommodations to support learning in a subject and/or strand, educators will
not check the IEP box. The letter grade or percentage mark is based on the regular grade expectations.
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IEP with Modified Curriculum Expectations:  

• If the expectations in the IEP are based on expectations outlined for a grade in a particular subject and/or strand 
in an Ontario curriculum document, but vary from the expectations of the regular program for the grade, educators 
must check the IEP box for that subject/strand on the Elementary Progress Report Card and the 
Elementary/Secondary Provincial Report Card. 

• On the elementary provincial report card, educators must also include the following statement in the comment 
section: 
o This (letter grade/percentage mark) is based on achievement of expectations in the IEP that vary from the 

Grade X expectations (and/or) are an (increase/decrease) in the (number and/or complexity) of curriculum 
expectations.  

• On the secondary provincial report card, educators must also include the following statement in the comment 
section: 
o This percentage mark is based on achievement of the learning expectations specified in the IEP, which differ 

significantly from the curriculum expectations for the course. 

IEP with Alternative Learning Expectations:  

• In most cases where the expectations in a student’s IEP are alternative learning expectations, it is neither 
required nor advisable to assign letter grades or percentage marks to represent the student’s achievement of the 
expectations. 

• However, in some cases, when evaluation is based on a clearly articulated assessment tool (i.e., a rubric), a letter 
grade or percentage mark may be assigned in a subject and/or strand and recorded on the elementary provincial 
report card. In those cases, educators must check the IEP box for the subject and/or strand and must include the 
following statement in the comment section: 
o This (letter grade/percentage mark) is based on achievement of alternative learning expectations in the IEP, 

which are not based on the Ontario curriculum.  
• On the secondary provincial report card, educators must also include the following statement in the comment 

section: 
o This percentage mark is based on achievement of the learning expectations specified in the IEP, which are 

not based on the Ontario curriculum. 
 

• In very few instances, where the student’s program is not based on expectations from the Ontario Curriculum for 
Grade 1 to Grade 8, an alternative format may be used to report the student’s progress/achievement (i.e., the 
evaluation section of the IEP; the attachment to the Report Card). When using an alternative format, educators 
should indicate the student’s progress/achievement relative to the expectations identified in the IEP and should 
comment on the student’s strength and next steps for improvement. When an alternative format is used, it should 
accompany the Elementary Progress Report Card and the Elementary/Secondary Provincial Report Card at the 
regular reporting times.  

Additional Reporting Considerations for English Language Learners (Elementary and Secondary) 

Educators will check the ESL/ELD box on the elementary progress report card and the provincial report cards to indicate 
that modifications have been made to curriculum expectations to address the language learning needs of ELLs. 

There is no requirement for a specific statement to be added to the comments section of the progress report card or the 
provincial report card when the ESL/ELD box is checked. 

The ESL/ELD box will not be checked to indicate: 

• That the student is participating in ESL or ELD programs or courses.  
• That accommodations have been provided to enable the student to demonstrate their learning. 

For an ELL, when modifications to curriculum expectations have been made to address both language learning needs and 
special education needs, the educator will check both the ESL/ELD box and the IEP box. The development of an IEP for 
an ELL will take into consideration all needs related to the language learning and the student’s identified exceptionality.  
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Educator Comments on the Provincial Report Card and Progress Report, Grade 1 to Grade 12 

One aspect of communication amongst educators, parents/guardians/caregivers, and students is the information 
educators provide on report cards. Communication with parents/guardians/caregivers about student achievement, should 
focus on what students have learned in relation to learning skills, work habits and curriculum concepts and skills. 
Comments should describe strengths with specific examples to student work and identify next steps for improvement. 
Communication of learning should also be ongoing throughout the year by means of conferences, phone calls, interviews, 
checklists, and/or informal reports. 

In writing anecdotal comments for report cards, the educator should focus on what students have learned, describe 
significant strengths, and identify next steps that students can take, both at home and at school, for improvement. Next 
steps, within subject areas, must focus on curriculum concepts and skills, not Learning Skills and work habits, unless 
those skills are directly cited as part of a subject's curriculum. Educators can refer to the MISA document for specific 
examples. 

It is important that the comment and assigned grade for a subject/course work together to convey a clear and consistent 
message about the student’s achievement of the curriculum expectations. (i.e., any qualifiers used must match the grade 
assigned). 

Educators should use language that will be easily understood by parents/guardians/caregivers, and where appropriate, 
students, and avoid restating curriculum expectations or the language of the achievement chart. 

Wherever possible, educator comments should refer to specific examples of student work. 

In the case of a student whose achievement is reported as Code R or below 50%, educators should describe specific 
remedial measures that are planned or strategies that have been developed to promote success. 

Refer to the document, Reporting Student Learning: Guidelines for Effective Teacher-Parent-Student Communication for 
more information regarding report card comments and communication with parents/guardians/caregivers. 
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Late and Missed Assignments 

Students are responsible for providing evidence of their learning within established timelines, and . . . there are 
consequences for cheating, plagiarizing, not completing work, and submitting work late. (Growing Success, p. 42). 

Effective assessment and evaluation are based upon evidence of student learning taken from a variety of forms, including 
conversations, observations, and student products. When students do not submit products for evaluation on time, it 
reduces the evidence available for the educator to determine a grade. It is the responsibility of the student, with guidance 
from the educator, to ensure that they are providing the highest quality evidence of learning possible.  

It is the expectation of the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board (the Board) that all tests, assignments, 
and other products will be submitted or completed according to the predetermined due date. Students do not have an 
inherent right to submit work late. When students do not submit or complete work on time, interventions and 
consequences will take into consideration the student’s grade level, maturity, the number and frequency of incidents, and 
the individual circumstances of the student.  

For students in Grade 1 to Grade 6, marks will not be deducted from student work to reflect a late or missed assignment. 
Educators will notify parent/caregiver/guardian of a late/missed assignment and work collaboratively to promote the 
development of effective learning skills and determine reasonable steps for work completion. When necessary, late and 
missed assignments will be noted in the report card as part of the evaluation of learning skills.  

For students in Grade 7 to Grade12, educators will work collaboratively with students and parents/guardians/caregivers to 
promote the development of effective learning skills, including adhering to due dates. Late and missed assignments will 
be noted in the report card as part of the evaluation of learning skills. Educators may use a variety of strategies to help 
prevent and/or address late and missed assignments. Students must understand that there are consequences for not 
adhering to due dates. Using their informed professional judgement, educators may use a variety of strategies to prevent 
and/or respond to late and missed assignments, including deducting marks, up to and including the full value of the 
assignment. Supports and consequences for students must be carefully considered in light of the student’s age, grade, 
maturity, individual circumstances, and the frequency of such incidents. Educators should refer to the attached documents 
for guidelines in preventing and responding to late and missed assignments.  

For students in Grade 1 to Grade 10, the Code I may be used in an educator’s gradebook or on the report card to indicate 
that there is insufficient evidence of achievement to determine a grade. For students in Grade 9 and Grade 10 who 
receive a Code I on the final report card, no credit will be granted.  

Preventative Measures: 
• When establishing deadlines, consider the cultures, histories and contexts of all students, their lived experiences

and those of their families.
• Ensure the needs of all students are met, consistent with their Individual Education Plan (IEP) where applicable.
• Establish deadlines for submission of assignments for evaluation, in collaboration with students where

appropriate, and clearly communicate those deadlines to students, and where appropriate, families.
• Conference with students regularly to monitor their progress in meeting deadlines and expectations.
• Explicitly teach time-management and organizational skills and model these behaviours.
• Explain clearly to students that not submitting work on time will affect their grade.
• Collaborate with teachers who teach the same course / subject / grade to co-construct common assessment

timelines.
• Assign major evaluation tasks, in steps, with regular check-ins to assist students in achieving success in

incremental stages.
• Maintain ongoing communication with students, and where appropriate, families, about due dates and late

submissions.
• Utilize Brightspace to share deadlines and due dates.
• Where applicable, collaborate with Student Success or guidance to support individual students.
• Where necessary, provide alternative tasks, times, or locations for students to complete assigned work.
• Encourage students to approach their teacher prior to a due date if they are having difficulties meeting a deadline.
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Late and Missed Assignments: Responsive Measures (Grade 7 to Grade 12)  
 

• Pre-arranged extensions to due dates are not subject to a late penalty. 
• Educators should take into consideration extenuating circumstances and may choose to extend due dates with no 

late penalty. 
• Early intervention is critical for student success. 

The protocols below should be followed when there has been no prior conversation with the student/family, and evaluation 
tasks are not completed on time: 
 

Situation Teacher Response 
Evaluation task is not 
completed by required 
due date 

1. In consultation with the student, establish a new due date for the evaluation task owing, 
or assign an alternative evaluation with a new deadline. 

2. Contact parent/guardian/caregiver to inform them of the late or missed evaluation task 
and of the revised due date; also inform them of the deduction in marks (1/3 of one 
level). 

3. Identify any additional supports that may be required to assist the student in completing 
and submitting the evaluation task, including collaboration with Student Success and/or 
Guidance. 

4. Complete the Late and Missed Assignments Tracking sheet and keep in your records. 
5. When the evaluation task is submitted by the revised due date: 

• Evaluate and assign a level per the original criteria 
• Lower the level by 1/3 only (i.e., a 3+ will be lowered to a 3) 
• Record both levels 

Late evaluation tasks should be tracked in the educator’s mark records; documentation 
should include the Late and Missed Assignments Tracking sheet. 

Evaluation task is still 
not submitted by the 
revised due date 

1. Contact parent/guardian/caregiver, advising them that the revised deadline has also 
been missed, and of the late penalty of 1/3 level per day, up to the full value of the 
assignment. 

2. Identify any additional supports required to assist the student in completing and 
submitting the evaluation task, including collaboration with Student Success, Guidance 
and/or Administration. 

3. Update the Late and Missed Assignments Tracking sheet (Part B) and keep in your 
records. 

4. When the evaluation task is submitted: 
• Evaluate and assign a level per the original criteria 
• Lower the level by 1/3 of a level per school day (i.e., a level 2+ submitted four days 

late will be lowered to a level 1) 
• Record both levels 

Late evaluation tasks should be tracked in the teacher’s mark records; documentation should 
include the Late and Missed Assignments Tracking sheet. 

Evaluation task is not 
submitted 

1. Consult with the Student Success Teacher / ALERT team / Guidance and/or 
Administrator, if required. 

2. Additional parent/caregiver/guardian/contact is required. 
3. Update the Late and Missed Assignments Tracking sheet (Part C) and keep in your 

records. 
4. Record a zero for the task in your marks recording tool. 
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Academic Honesty 
The Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board (the Board) challenges students and staff to foster a 
supportive community in their faith journey while striving for academic excellence. Within a safe and Christ-centered 
environment, we empower individuals to become lifelong learners. We strongly believe in evaluating and grading students 
based on their individual merits, recognizing their unique talents and efforts. Furthermore, we emphasize the importance 
of academic integrity, ensuring that all work submitted for evaluation clearly represents the authentic words and ideas of 
each student. As technology continues to evolve, we remain committed to equipping our students with the necessary skills 
to navigate and harness its potential for growth and success.  

Academic honesty means representing oneself and one’s work with integrity. This appendix is designed to foster a culture 
of academic honesty and deter any instances of academic misconduct. Academic misconduct, in any form, is a grave 
behavioural transgression that we firmly denounce. The subsequent information serves as a guided framework to address 
instances of academic misconduct.  

There are many library references and style guides specific to a discipline or subject. Here are a few easily found 
websites on plagiarism: 

• The New Plagiarism:  a quick, student friendly, informative summary of plagiarism with antidotes.
http://www.fno.org/may98/cov98may.html

• Plagiarism on the Web:  gives tips on preventing plagiarism.
http://www.wiu.edu/users/mfbhl/wiu/plagiarism.htm

• Teaching about Plagiarism
https://www.plagiarism.org/teaching-about-plagiarism

• Academic Integrity in the Age of AI
https://www.turnitin.com/resources/academic-integrity-in-the-age-of-AI

Ontario Library Board Resources: 

• University of Toronto – Role of the Instructor (Academic Integrity)
https://teaching.utoronto.ca/resources/academic-integrity-and-the-role-of-the-instructor/

• University of Toronto – Classroom Strategies re:  Academic Integrity
https://www.academicintegrity.utoronto.ca/smart-strategies/classroom-strategies-talking-about-academic-integrity/

DEFINITIONS: 

Academic Misconduct:  refers to behaviours like plagiarism, which involves copying someone else’s work, as well as 
any intentional action aimed at gaining an unfair advantage academically, either for oneself or others. Academic 
misconduct may occur when a student cheats on tests, falsifies data, allows others to submit work they completed, or 
submits work obtained from any source, including electronic means, without proper attribution or acknowledgement of the 
original sources. Furthermore, it is crucial to emphasize that utilizing ChatGPT or similar tools without proper 
acknowledgment and/or consent from teachers is a form of academic misconduct. It is essential to seek guidance and 
adhere to the guidelines provided by educators when utilizing such technologies for academic purposes.  

Note: As it is not possible to cover every circumstance of academic misconduct, the above list should be considered only 
as a guide. 

Plagiarism:  refers to the act of presenting ideas or work from others as if they were one’s own. Instances of plagiarism 
include when a student submits an essay that has been entirely or partially written by someone else, prepares an essay or 
assignment on behalf of another student, utilizes direct quotations or extensive paraphrasing without proper 
acknowledgment, copies someone else’s essay or assignment, knowingly allows someone else to copy their own essay 
or assignment, or engages in the buying and selling of term papers or assignments to pass them off as their own, with the 
intent of committing plagiarism.  
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It is important to note that the use of technology tools like Quilbot and ChatGPT does not exempt students from adhering 
to academic integrity. Utilizing these tools without proper attribution or consent from teachers is a form of academic 
misconduct and can lead to serious consequences. It is crucial to understand the ethical guidelines surrounding the use of 
such technology and to seek guidance from educators when incorporating them into academic work.  

Note: As it is not possible to cover every circumstance of plagiarism, the above list should be considered only as a guide 

Collaboration:  refers to the joint efforts of two or more individuals working together on a project or assignment. It is 
characterized by open communication, mutual respect, and shared responsibilities among collaborators. It encourages 
active participation and contributions from ALL individuals. Examples of collaboration are group projects or assignments 
where students work together towards a common goal; study groups or discussions where students share ideas, insights, 
and resources.  

Cheating:  is any act intended to gain an unfair advantage or deceive others in an academic setting. It is a violation of 
academic integrity and undermines individual effort, originality, and ethical conduct in academic work. Examples of 
cheating are copying from another student’s work during exams or assignments, using unauthorized material or aids 
during assessments; plagiarizing or presenting someone else’s work or ideas as one’s own and fabricating data or results 
in research or scientific experiments.  

Note: As it is not possible to cover every circumstance of cheating, the above list should be considered only as a guide 

Expectations and Guidelines 

Originality and Attribution: All academic work submitted by students must be their original work, unless explicitly 
instructed otherwise. When using external sources, students must provide proper citation and acknowledgments, 
including in-text citations, footnotes, or a works cited, as per the specified reference style (i.e., MLA, APA, Chicago). 
Failure to attribute sources correctly may be considered a form of plagiarism. 

Collaboration: Collaboration among students is encouraged within the boundaries set by teachers. When collaboration is 
allowed, it must be clearly stated by the teacher and students must abide by the specific guidelines. In cases where 
collaboration is not permitted, students are expected to complete their work independently and refrain from sharing or 
obtaining unauthorized assistance.  

Use of Technology: The use of technology, including computers, the internet, and AI-powered tools like ChatGPT, must 
align with academic honesty standards. Students should use technology responsibly, ensuring that the work produced 
represents their own efforts and that any external sources are cited appropriately.  

Consequences of Academic Dishonesty 

Instances of academic dishonesty are taken seriously. The consequences for violating the points outlined in this 
Academic Honesty appendix may include, but are not limited to:  

• Notification of parents/guardians/caregivers;
• The need to redo the assignment or assessment under different conditions;
• A meeting or discussion with teacher, counselor, or administrator to address the issue;
• Notation in academic records, including disciplinary records;
• Receiving a reduced or failing grade for the assignment or assessment in question; and/or
• Potential loss of privileges, such as participation in extracurricular activities or leadership roles.

The severity of the consequence will be determined based on the nature and extent of the academic dishonesty, previous 
infractions, and other relevant factors.  
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Education and Prevention 

The Board is committed to fostering a learning environment that promotes academic integrity. Students will receive 
education and support regarding academic honesty, plagiarism awareness, proper citation methods, and responsible use 
of technology. Educators will provide clear guidelines and expectations for assignments, emphasizing the importance of 
originality, attributions, and ethical conduct.  

Promoting Academic Honesty in the Classroom 

The following are a list of guidelines and strategies aimed at fostering a culture of academic honesty within the classroom. 
By addressing the issues of academic misconduct, including questionable use of AI in assignments, we seek to promote 
integrity, fairness, and personal responsibility.  

o AWARENESS AND UNDERSTANDING

o Educators will actively educate students on the importance of academic honesty and the negative
consequences of academic misconduct. They will explain what constitutes plagiarism, cheating, and other
forms of dishonesty, including the potential risk associated with the misuse of AI in assignments. Student will
be made aware of the impact of their actions on their own learning, reputation, and future opportunities.

o CLEAR ASSIGNMENT GUIDELINES

o Clear Expectations: Educators will provide students with clear and detailed instruction for each assignment,
including specific guidelines on originality, citation, and attribution. They will explain what constitutes
acceptable collaboration and clearly indicate assignments that must be completed independently.

o Assignment Variety: To discourage academic dishonesty, educators will design assignments that encourage
critical thinking, creativity, and personal engagement. By diversifying the types of assignments, including
research papers, projects, presentations and discussions, students will be less likely to resort to dishonest
practices and more inclined to demonstrate their own understanding and originality.

o COLLABORATION AND PEER REVIEW

o Facilitated Collaboration: Educators will create opportunities for collaborative learning experiences that
promote academic growth and discourage dishonest behaviour. Group projects, peer-to-peer discussion, and
guided collaboration will foster an environment where students can learn from each other, share ideas, and
develop a sense of shared responsibility for their academic integrity.

o Peer Review and Feedback: Integrating peer review into the assignment process can enhance academic
honesty. Students will be encouraged to provide constructive feedback to their peers, thereby promoting a
sense of accountability and shared ownership of the learning process. Teachers will provide guidelines for
effective peer review and ensure that students understand the importance of providing honest and respectful
feedback.

o TECHNOLOGY MONITORING AND SUPPORT

o Use of AI: Educators will educate students about the appropriate and inappropriate usage of various AI-
driven tools, such as Grammarly, within the educational setting. Through the assignment process, they will
actively interact with students, offering guidance and clarification on the responsible and ethical utilization of
AI in the classroom.

o Technical Support and Resources: Educators will provide students with technical support and resources
related to the ethical use of technology. Students will be educated on proper citation methods when using AI
tools and internet resources, including how to attribute information generated by AI to ensure academic
integrity.
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o CONSEQUENCES AND ACCOUNTABILITY

o Consistent Enforcement: Educators will implement consistent consequences for academic dishonesty,
emphasizing that integrity is vital for individual growth. Students found in violation of this Academic Honesty
appendix will be held accountable through appropriate disciplinary measures.

o Restorative Approaches: In addition to disciplinary action, teachers will explore restorative approaches to
address academic misconduct. Opportunities for reflection, learning and growth will be provided to students,
fostering an understanding of the importance of honesty, integrity, and personal responsibility.

EVALUATION AND IMPROVEMENT 

This appendix will be regularly reviewed and evaluated to ensure its effectiveness is promoting academic integrity. 
Educators, administrators, and students will have the opportunity to provide feedback and suggest improvements.  

INCREASING ACADEMIC HONESTY 

Preventing plagiarism in classrooms is crucial to fostering academic integrity, promoting ethical research, and writing 
practices. Below is an outline of strategies and approaches that can be implemented to deter and address plagiarism: 

EDUCATION AND AWARENESS: 

o Introduction to Plagiarism:
- Define plagiarism and its consequences.
- Explain different forms of plagiarism, including copying, paraphrasing without citation, and self-plagiarism.
- Emphasize the importance of originality and ethical writing practices.
- Proper citation and referencing:

 Teach students different citation styles (i.e., MLA, APA) and how to format citations.
 Provide guidance on referencing sources such as books, articles, websites, and interviews.

- Research Skills Development:
 Teach effective note-taking techniques to encourage critical thinking and synthesis of information.
 Promote the use of reputable sources and reliable databases.
 Demonstrate the process of properly integrating and attributing sources in written work.

CLEAR EXPECTATIONS AND ASSIGNMENTS: 

o Detailed Assignment Guidelines:
- Clearly articulate the assignment's purpose, requirements, and expectations.
- Specify the number and types of sources students should use.
- Provide examples of correctly cited and referenced work.

o Originality and Individuality:
- Encourage students to select a unique topics or perspective to prevent duplication.
- Reinforce the importance of expressing their own ideas and analysis.
- Discourage sharing or copying assignments among students.

o Ongoing Communication:
- Maintain an open dialogue with students to answer questions and clarify expectations.
- Address concerns about plagiarism directly, discussing its impact on personal and academic growth.
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TECHNOLOGY TOOLS AND PLAGIARISM DETECTION: 

o Plagiarism Detection Software:  
- Utilize board approved plagiarism detection tools, such as Turnitin, to identify potential cases of 

plagiarism. 
- Demonstrate how these tools work and their role in maintaining academic integrity.  

o Classroom Technology:  
- Encourage the use of technology tools, such as citation management software, to facilitate proper citation 

and referencing. 
- Teach students how to use grammar and writing assistance tools, like Grammarly, to improve their writing 

skills and prevent unintentional plagiarism. 

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT AND SCAFFOLDED ASSIGNMENTS: 

o Incremental Assignments: 
- Break down larger projects into smaller, manageable parts. 
- Provide regular check-ins and feedback during each stage of the assignment. 

o In-class Writing Exercises: 
- Engage students in timed in-class writing activities to encourage original thinking and reduce reliance on 

external sources. 
- Assess students’ understanding of concepts by evaluating their ability to articulate ideas without 

extensive research. 
 
COLLABORATION AND ACADEMIC SUPPORT: 

o Encourage Collaboration: 
- Foster a classroom environment that promotes discussion and collaboration, while emphasizing individual 

accountability. 
- Teach students how to properly cite and acknowledge collaborative work. 

o Academic Support:  
- Offer resources such as writing centers, tutoring, or peer review session to assist students in developing 

their writing skills. 
- Provide guidance on effective research strategies and sources evaluation techniques.  

CONSISTENT ENFORCEMENT AND CONSEQUENCES: 

o Establish Clear Consequences: 
- Develop plagiarism guidelines that clearly outline the consequences for plagiarism. 
- Communicate the consequences to students and parents, ensuring awareness of the repercussions. 

o Consistent Enforcement: 
- Investigate suspected cases of plagiarism thoroughly and fairly.  

EDUCATOR QUICK GUIDE 

The most important steps in preventing plagiarism are those taken to address its causes. The strategies in this section are 
intended as guidelines to help the educator:  

• Become aware of the reasons plagiarism occurs. 
• Identify the different forms of plagiarism. 
• Integrate plagiarism prevention techniques into your classes. 
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o How Can I Prevent Plagiarism in my Classroom?  
- Educate students about plagiarism. 
- Begin the academic year by clearly defining plagiarism and explaining its consequences. 
- Teach students about different forms of plagiarism, including copying, paraphrasing without citations, and 

self-plagiarism. 
- Emphasize the importance of originality and ethical writing practices. 

 

o Teach Proper Citation and Referencing 
- Provide detailed instruction on different citation styles (i.e., MLA, APA) and how to format citations. 
- Show students how to reference various sources such as books, articles, websites, and interviews.  
- Explain how to integrate and attribute sources properly within their written work. 

o Foster Research Skills Development 
- Teach students effective research techniques, such as using reputable sources and reliable databases. 
- Emphasize critical thinking and information synthesis. 

o Teach Students How to Take Organized Notes and Avoid Excessive Reliance on Direct Copying 
- Provide clear assignment guidelines. 
- Clearly articulate the purpose, requirements, and expectations for each assignment. 
- Specify the number and types of sources students should use. 
- Provide examples of correctly cited and referenced work to serve as models. 
- Encourage originality and individuality. 
- Promote the selection of unique topics or perspectives to prevent duplication. 
- Encourage students to express their own ideas and analysis. 
- Discourage the sharing and copying of assignments among students.  

o Ongoing Communication 
- Maintain an open dialogue with students. 
- Answer their questions and clarify expectations regarding plagiarism. 
- Discuss the importance of academic integrity and the negative consequences of plagiarism. 

o Use Plagiarism Detection Tools 
- Utilize plagiarism detection software, such as Turnitin, to identify potential cases of plagiarism. 
- Demonstrate how these tools work and their role in maintaining academic integrity. 

o Scaffold Assignments and Provide Formative Assessments 
- Break down larger projects into smaller, manageable parts. 
- Provide checkpoints and feedback throughout the process. 
- Engage students in in-class writing exercises or timed activities that test understanding and encourage 

original thinking. 
- Promote collaboration and academic support. 
- Encourage collaboration within defined boundaries. 
- Teach students how to properly acknowledge collaborative work. 
- Offer resources such as writing centers, tutoring or peer review sessions to assist students in developing 

their writing skills and preventing plagiarism. 

o Consistent Enforcement and Consequences 
- Reference this appendix that clearly outlines the consequences of plagiarism. 
- Communicate this Academic Honesty appendix to students and parents/guardians/caregivers, to ensuring 

awareness of the repercussions.  
- Investigate suspected cases of plagiarism thoroughly and fairly, implementing consistent consequences, 

when necessary. 

By implementing these strategies, you can create an environment that promotes academic integrity and discourages 
plagiarism in your classes.  
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HOW DO I PREVENT CHEATING IN MY CLASSES? 

o Establish Clear Expectations 
- Clearly communicate your expectations regarding academic integrity.  
- Discuss the importance of honesty and the negative consequences of cheating on personal growth and 

academic achievement. 

o Design Fair Assessments 
- Create assessments that encourage critical thinking, problem-solving and application of knowledge, 

rather than relying solely on regurgitation of information. 
- Use a variety of assessment methods, such as essays/reports, projects, presentations, and in-class 

activities, to assess different skills and reduce opportunities of cheating. 

o Randomize Questions and Tasks 
- If you are using online assessments, use question banks or randomize questions generation features to 

create unique exams for each student. This makes it difficult for students to share answers or copy from 
one another.  

o Change Assessment Formats 
- Consider using alternative assessment formats, such as open-book exams, take-home assignments, or 

performance-based assessments, which require students to demonstrate deeper understanding and 
apply concepts rather than simply memorizing information. 

o Create a Supportive Classroom Environment 
- Foster an environment where students feel comfortable asking questions and seeking help.  
- Encourage collaboration and peer learning while emphasizing individual accountability. 
- Promote a culture of academic integrity and discourage cheating through classroom discussions and 

activities. 

o Use Technology Tools 
- Utilize anti-cheating tools and technologies, such as plagiarism and AI writing software detection or 

secure online exam platforms. These tools can help identify instances of cheating, plagiarism, and 
unauthorized collaboration.  

o Teach and Reinforce Ethical Conduct 
- Educate students about the importance of ethical behaviour, including the consequences of cheating. 
- Discuss real-life examples of the negative impact of cheating on individuals and society. 
- Incorporate lessons on academic integrity and ethics into your curriculum. 

o Personalize Assignments and Assessments 
- Assign tasks that are tailored to individual students’ interests, experiences, or goals.  
- When students have a personal investment in their work, they are less likely to cheat. 

o Monitor and Vary Seating Arrangements 
- During exams or assessments, change seating arrangements to prevent students from easily copying 

from one another.  
- Keep an eye on students’ behaviour to detect any signs of cheating.  

o Establish Partnerships with Parents/Guardians/Caregivers 
- Engage parents/guardians/caregivers in discussions about academic integrity.  
- Share information about your expectations and encourage them to reinforce the importance of honesty 

and discourage cheating at home. 
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o Consistent Enforcement and Consequences
- Implement a fair and consistent approach when addressing instances of cheating.
- Clearly communicate the consequences of cheating to students and consistently enforce them to

maintain a sense of fairness and accountability.

By employing these strategies, you can create an environment that discourages cheating and promotes academic 
integrity in your classes. 

HOW DO I DETECT CHEATING OR PLAGIARISM? 

Detecting cheating or plagiarism can be challenging, but there are several methods and tools you can use to 
identify potential instances. Here are some approaches to detecting cheating and plagiarism:  

o Familiarize Yourself with the Work
- As the teacher, you should be familiar with your students’ capabilities and writing styles. If a student’s

work drastically deviates from their usual performance or exhibits a different writing style, it may warrant
further investigation.

o Review Assignments Carefully
- Read the assignments thoroughly to identify any suspicious patterns or inconsistencies.
- Look for abrupt shifts in tone, language, or content that may indicate that work was not entirely the

student’s own.

o Utilize Plagiarism and AI Detection Software
- Plagiarism and AI detection tools, like Turnitin, can compare student work against a vast database of

published sources, online content, and other student submissions. These tools can highlight potential
instances of plagiarism or similarity.

o Pay Attention to Language and Writing Quality
- Pay attention for language or writing quality that appears too advanced or out of character for a student.
- If the work contains sophisticated vocabulary or complex sentence structures that are inconsistent with

their demonstrated abilities, it may need to be addressed.
- Look for mixed citations or formatting changes. This may indicate work has been copied from another

source.

o Google Specific Phrases or Sentences
- Take suspicious or unique phrases or sentences from a student’s work and search them on search

engines like Google or Edge.
- This can help identify if the text has been copied from existing online sources.

o Compare Students Work to Each Other
- Compare the work of different students, especially if they have submitted similar or identical answers.
- Look for shared phrases, ideas or mistakes that could indicate collaboration or cheating.

o Request Oral Presentations or Student Conferences
- Ask students to present their work orally or defend their ideas in a one-on-one conversation.
- This can help identify inconsistencies or discrepancies between their written work and their ability to

discuss it.

o Communicate with Colleagues and Students
- Discuss your concerns and observation with other teachers.
- Students may also provide information or tips regarding potential cases of cheating or plagiarism.

Remember that these detection methods are not foolproof and it’s essential to approach each situation with 
fairness and gather enough evidence before accusing a student.  
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SANCTIONS FOR ACADEMIC MISCONDUCT 
(Adapted from York and Rutgers Universities) 

It is crucial to consider each case individually and to adjust the consequences accordingly. The progressive 
approach outlined below serves as a general guideline, but the severity of consequences may vary based on 
factors such as the student’s previous conduct, age, and other relevant circumstances. Additionally, opportunities 
for restorative practices and learning should be integrated at each stage to encourage growth, reflection, and a 
renewed commitment to academic integrity.  

Teachers will use their informed professional judgement, in consultation with administration when appropriate, to 
determine the most appropriate response to a situation of academic dishonesty.  

VIOLATIONS SANCTIONS 

Level One Violations 

Level One Violations occur because of inexperience 
or lack of knowledge of principles of academic 
honesty on the part of the student. These violations 
are likely to involve a small fraction of the total 
course work, are not extensive, and/or occur on a 
minor assignment. 

Examples of level one violations are: 
• Working with another student on a lab report or

assignment when such work is prohibited.
• Failure to footnote or give proper

acknowledgement in an extremely limited section
of an assignment.

Possible sanctions for Level One Violations are 
listed below.  

It is NOT NECESSARY to bring these violations to 
the attention of the Administration. 

Verbal or written disciplinary warning or reprimand 
noting that the student has not met the school’s 
standards of conduct, and that repeat offences will 
result in more serious disciplinary action. 

Contact the parent or guardian/caregiver to inform 
them of the incident. 

Redo the original assignment or complete another 
equitable assignment. 

Participation in a tutorial on academic honesty. 

Level Two Violations 

Level Two Violations are characterized by 
dishonesty of a more serious nature, or which affects 
a more significant aspect or portion of the course 
work.  

Examples of Level Two Violations are: 
• Quoting directly or paraphrasing, to a moderate

extent without acknowledging the source.
• Receiving assistance from others without

acknowledging such assistance in an
assignment, project, or exam.

• Copying the work of another student and
submitting it as your own.

Possible sanctions for Level Two Violations are 
listed below: 

Cases involving Level Two Violations MAY be 
brought to the attention of the Department Head 
and/or Administration. 

Verbal or written disciplinary warning or reprimand 
noting that the student has not met the school’s 
standards of conduct, and that repeat offences will 
result in more serious disciplinary action. If the 
teachers create a written reprimand, a copy MUST 
be sent to the Department Head and Administration. 
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VIOLATIONS SANCTIONS 

Contact parent/guardian/caregiver to inform them of 
the incident. 

Record a Code I for the assignment and consider 
evidence of achievement of those expectations 
missed by the student. 

Assign another evaluation task on a relevant topic 
for student to demonstrate their achievement. 

Participation in a tutorial on academic honesty. 

Level Three Violations 

Level Three Violations include dishonesty that 
affects a major or essential portion of work done to 
meet course requirements, involves premeditation, 
or is preceded by one or more violations at any level.  

Examples of a Level Three Violation are: 

• Copying on a test or examination. 
• Plagiarizing major portions of a written 

assignment. 
• Acting to facilitate copying during an exam. 
• Presenting the work of another as one’s own. 
• Using purchased term papers or other materials. 
• Using prohibited materials, i.e., books, notes, or 

calculators during an exam. 

 

 

Possible sanctions for Level Three Violations are 
listed below: 

Incidents MUST be reported to Administration and 
documented. 

Administration will: 

• Consult with teacher(s) to determine appropriate 
consequences. 

• Contact the parent/guardian/caregiver to inform 
them of the incident. 

Teachers will: 

• Complete an Academic Integrity Report. 
• Copy the report to Administration. 
• Record a Code I for the assignment and 

consider evidence of achievement of those 
expectations missed by the student when 
calculating the grade. (Note: If the assignment is 
part of the 30% final evaluation, a zero may be 
assigned for that portion of the 30%.) 

Additional consequences for Level Three Violations 
may be assigned at the discretion of the 
Administrator. They may include:  

• Academic Probation (i.e., inability to obtain 
honour roll status, and/or academic awards for 
said academic year). 

• Inform student and parent that the credit is in 
jeopardy. 

• The student may receive a grade penalty for the 
assignment or exam in question. This penalty 
can range from a reduced grade on the 
assignment to a zero.  
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FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED WHEN IMPOSING CONSEQUENCES 
(ADAPTED FROM YORK UNIVERSITY) 

Key factors to be considered by individuals and committees when imposing consequences or reviewing penalty 
recommendations are: 

• Extent of the Violation: The actions which constitute specific offenses of academic honesty (i.e., plagiarism,
cheating) vary in terms of severity. Some instances of academic dishonesty constitute only minor infractions while
others represent the most extreme form of violation. Consequences should correspond to the nature of the
offence.
o The level of the student’s academic experience is important in determining the degree to which they should

be penalized (i.e., grade level and destination should be considered).

o Extenuating circumstances, which a student faced at the time in question may help explain the action taken
on their part, and due weight should be attached to those circumstances.

o If the student admits guilt, accepts responsibility for their action, and is amenable to educative remedies, a
less severe consequence may be applied.

• Prior/Multiple Incidents: if the offence is a second (or subsequent) one for the student and/or is in combination
with another offence, then a severe consequence should be considered.

VIOLATIONS SANCTIONS 

• The student may be restricted from participating
in extracurricular activities or leadership
positions.

NOTE: As it is not possible to cover every 
circumstance of a violation, the above lists should be 
considered only as a guide. 

NOTE: Sanctions may be imposed singularly or in 
combination for any incident of academic 
misconduct.  

The sanctions list may be augmented at the 
discretion of the teacher and/or Administration. 
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Submitted by: Michael McDonald, Director of Education & Secretary 

Cessation of Employment 300.03 
Public Session 

 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

Regardless of the reason for cessation of employment, the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic 
District School Board (the Board) will support all employees with their transition. The Board will 
ensure a clear understanding of the roles and responsibilities and will provide efficient, accurate, 
and supportive measures in processing the various types of cessation of employment. 

 

DEVELOPMENTS: 

This Policy and Administrative Procedure combines Administrative Procedure 300.03 
Cessation of Employment and Policy 300.07 Employee Retirement Policy to reduce 
duplication. The new P/AP also includes language for the collection of all Board property 
(equipment, keys, identification badges, etc.) by the effective date of cessation of 
employment.  
 
Information on retirement processes have been expanded. In 2006, Human Rights legislation 
was amended to remove the mandatory retirement age. While respecting this legislation, the 
Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board anticipates a normal retirement age 
of 65 for all employees. The Board continues to request written notification to be submitted a 
minimum of 90 days prior to retirement to allow for necessary staffing, payroll, pension, and 
benefits processes to occur efficiently. Parameters with respect to employee benefit 
coverage and Board retirement benefit plans have been updated. 
 
 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
THAT the Policy Committee recommends that the Committee of the Whole refers the Cessation of 
Employment Board Policy & AP 300.03 to the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board for 
approval. 
 

 

https://www1.bhncdsb.ca/bitnami/wordpress/wp-content/BHNCDSB_Files/PoliciesAndProcedures/Section%20300%20-%20Human%20Resources/HR%20300.07.P%20-%20Employee%20Retirement.pdf


Board Policy and Administrative 
Procedure

300.03 – Cessation of Employment Policy and AP                   Page 1 of 4

Cessation of Employment Procedure 

#300.03 

Rescind BHNCDSB HRS 300.07  Employee Retirement Policy

Adopted: January 13, 2017 

Last Reviewed/Revised: February 2023 

Responsibility: Superintendent of Education 

Next Scheduled Review: 

POLICY STATEMENT: 

Regardless of the reason for cessation of employment, the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board 
(the Board) will support all employees with their transition. The Board will ensure a clear understanding of the roles 
and responsibilities and will provide efficient, accurate, and supportive measures in processing the various types of 
cessation of employment. 

APPLICATION AND SCOPE: 

This Administrative Procedure has been developed to clarify roles and responsibilities when employment ceases 
for reasons of resignation, retirement, termination, or death; to assist employees in understanding the process and 
to provide direction to supervisors with respect to their duties, responsibilities and required processes when an 
employee is ending their employment.  

REFERENCES: 

• BHNCDSB HRS 300.07  Employee Retirement Policy we are rescinding

• BHNCDSB HRS 300.19 Progressive Discipline Policy

• Ontario Employment Standards Act | ontario.ca

FORMS: 

N/A 

APPENDICES: 

N/A 

DEFINITIONS: 

Board Property  
All equipment and resources provided to and used by an employee that are the property of the Board. This 
includes, but is not limited to, all electronic equipment including computers, laptops, note pads, printers, cell 
phones, purchase cards, keys, and identification badges. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES: 

1.0 Responsibilities 
1.1 Employee 

1.1.1 Providing a written letter of resignation or retirement to their supervisor/manager. 
1.1.2 Returning all Board property (equipment, keys, identification badges, etc.) by the effective 

date of cessation of employment. 
1.1.3 The employee shall review any outstanding/pending work with their supervisor and establish 

a plan for completion and successful transition. 

1.2 Supervisors/Manager  
1.2.1 Immediately forwarding the resignation/retirement letter for permanent employees to the 

Director of Education’s Office. 
1.2.2 Forwarding casual/temporary staff resignation/retirement letters to the Human Resource 

Services Department. 
1.2.3 Consulting with their Superintendent and the Human Resource Services Department if 

termination of employment is being considered. 
1.2.4 Completing their assigned sections of the electronic Retirement/Resignation/Termination 

Checklist. 
1.2.5 Collect all Board property (equipment, keys, identification badges, etc.) by the effective date 

of cessation of employment. 

1.3 Director’s Office   
1.3.1 Forwarding an acknowledgment letter to the employee. 
1.3.2 Forwarding the resignation/retirement letter and a copy of the acknowledgement letter to 

the Human Resource Services Department for the employee’s personnel file. 

1.4 Human Resource Services 
1.4.1 Entering the resignation/retirement/termination/death in the Human Resource Services 

Information System (HRIS). 
1.4.2 Verifying outstanding vacation balance, as applicable, and confirming with the Payroll 

Department if balances should be paid out. 
1.4.3 Completing their assigned sections of the electronic Retirement/Resignation/Termination 

Checklist.  

1.5 Payroll and Benefits Department Services 
1.5.1 Ensuring that pay owing to the employee is reconciled and paid, including any outstanding 

vacation pay; as applicable. 
1.5.2 Filing a Record of Employment electronically with Service Canada. 
1.5.3 Completing any required Pension reporting. 
1.5.4 Completing their assigned sections of the electronic Retirement/Resignation/Termination 

Checklist. 

1.6 Information Technology Department Services 
1.6.1 Deactivating access to all Board electronic systems on the effective date of cessation of 

employment, except as permitted. in Section 2 below. 
1.6.2 Completing their assigned sections of the electronic Retirement/Resignation/Termination 

checklist. 
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1.7 Facilities Department Services 
1.7.1 Deactivating the employee’s Identification Badge and building access on the effective date 

of cessation of employment. 
1.7.2 Completing their assigned sections of the electronic Retirement/Resignation/Termination 

checklist. 

1.8 Procurement & Risk Management Services Purchasing Services 
1.8.1 Deactivating Board-issued cellular phones, purchasing cards, purchase on account access 

and online ordering authorization. 
1.8.2 Completing their assigned sections of the electronic Retirement/Resignation/Termination 

checklist. 

2.0   Employee Notice 
2.1 The employee is to provide written and signed notice of resignation or retirement to their 

supervisor/manager, stating the effective date of resignation/retirement.  
2.2 A minimum of two weeks written notice and, preferably, at least four weeks is requested for resignation 

of employment and 90 days is requested for retirement notification, to allow for adequate staffing and 
replacement; as necessary.  

2.3 The employee must return to their supervisor, all Board provided equipment, property, and resources 
by the effective date of cessation of employment. 

2.4 If consideration is being given to termination of an employee, the Human Resource Services 
Department and the respective Superintendent must be contacted by the supervisor/manager prior to 
any action being taken. The Human Resources Services Department and the Superintendent will 
ensure that appropriate legal guidance has been obtained and that collective agreement provisions 
and appropriate employment law practices have been followed. 

3.0  Access to Board Electronic Systems and Building/Offices 
3.1 Access to Board electronic systems, including email, automatically ends on the effective date of 

cessation of employment, except if specific written approval has been granted to extend access. 
3.2 In exceptional cases and where continued access is required for any valid business reason after 

employment ends, written approval must be granted by the respective Superintendent.  
3.3  Electronic Access through the employee’s Identification Badge to Board buildings and offices ceases 

on the effective date of cessation of employment. 

4.0  Processing of the Retirement, Resignation or Termination 
4.1  Human Resource Services Coordinator enters the resignation, retirement, or termination in the HRIS 

system. This triggers notification to Payroll and Benefits Department, Information Technology, Facilities 
and Purchasing Services Departments and Procurement & Risk Management Services and initiates 
the electronic Retirement/Resignation/Termination Checklist.  

4.2  Human Resource Services Coordinator verifies outstanding vacation balances, as applicable, and 
confirms with Payroll that payout should be processed. 

5.0  Death of an Employee 

5.1  The supervisor/manager who is advised of an employee death is responsible for notifying the 
Director’s Office and the appropriate Human Resource Services Coordinator.  

5.2  Human Resource Services will obtain appropriate confirmation (death notice) and will process the 
entry in the HRIS system. 
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5.3  Payment of salary ceases on the date of death. Payroll and Benefits will ensure that the Employee Life 
and Health Trust has been contacted to initiate any relevant benefits changes or payouts.  

5.4  The Director’s Office will notify The appropriate Superintendent will the Information Technology s to 
determine if the employee had Board-assigned equipment, keys, and other property that needs to be 
returned.  

5.5  Within a reasonable and sensitive time period, the Supervisor Superintendent or designate will contact 
the emergency contact to arrange for return of Board property as applicable. 

6.0  Final Pay & Benefits 
Payroll and Benefits Services will: 

6.1  Final payment is processed by Payroll and Benefits Process final payment on the next available pay 
date after the effective date of cessation of employment, taking into consideration pay processing 
deadlines.  

6.2  Payroll and Benefits also Prepare and electronically file the Record of Employment with Service 
Canada within the legislated timeframes. 

6.3  Payroll and Benefits Calculate and reconcile earnings and advises employee (or emergency contact) 
of any monies owing to the Board and arranges for payment of any outstanding funds; including 
vacation payout as applicable. 

6.4  Ensure that any benefit premium contribution owing to the Employee Life and Health Trust or 
Provincial Benefits Trust are deducted and remitted to the Trusts. 

6.5 Complete required electronic submissions to the Pension Plans as applicable. 

7.0  Retirement 
7.1 In 2006, Human Rights legislation was amended to remove the mandatory retirement age. While 

respecting this legislation, the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board anticipate a 
normal retirement age of 65 for all employees.  

7.2  Employees are eligible to retire with a full unreduced pension at their normal retirement age as defined 
by the pension plan for which they are a member. 

7.3 The Board requests written notification to be submitted a minimum of 90 days prior to retirement to 
allow for necessary staffing, payroll, pension, and benefits process to occur efficiently.  

7.4 Employee benefit coverage under the Board’s contracts with the insurance carriers ceases at the age 
of sixty-five(65) for all retirees and active employees.  

7.5 To assist in determining eligibility for enolrment in Board retirement benefits plans, employees who 
intend to retire will notify the Board in writing that they qualify for and/or meet the combined service 
and age factor as outlined in the applicable agreement. 

Revoking Retirement Policy 
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Submitted by: Michael McDonald, Director of Education & Secretary 

Hiring Non-Academic Staff 300.11 
Public Session 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

The Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board (the “School Board”) believes that to 
fulfill its Catholic mission statement, it must recruit, hire, and promote qualified and competent staff 
that are committed to supporting an extraordinary Catholic education. The Board will ensure that a 
fair, consistent, and transparent selection process is conducted to fill vacancies in all positions and 
is based on qualifications, experience, and merit. This hiring policy supports the School Board’s 
efforts to promote diversity, equity, and inclusion in its hiring practices.  

DEVELOPMENTS: 

This policy applies to all candidates for employment in non-academic (non-teaching) positions. 
The revised policy and administrative procedure highlight the Board’s due regard for the 
provision of the best possible program and the protection of student safety and well-being when 
selecting a candidate for any position. It also includes the new requirements around conflict of 
interest that have been included in the Academic Hiring Policy to ensure that direct or indirect 
relationships do not conflict with the employee’s responsibility to the Board. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

THAT the Policy Committee recommends that the Committee of the Whole refers the Hiring Non-Academic 
Staff 300.11 Board Policy/AP to the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board for approval. 
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Hiring – Support Staff Non-Academic Staff 
# 300.11 

Adopted: June 22, 2004 
Last Reviewed/Revised: April 2023 
Responsibility: Superintendent of Education – Non-Academic Staffing, Human Resources 
Next Scheduled Review: 

POLICY STATEMENT: 

The Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board (the “School Board”) believes that to 
fulfill its Catholic mission statement, it must recruit, hire, and promote qualified and competent staff that are 
committed to supporting an extraordinary Catholic education. The Board will ensure that a fair, consistent, and 
transparent selection process is conducted to fill vacancies in all positions and is based on qualifications, 
experience, and merit. This hiring policy supports the School Board’s efforts to promote diversity, equity, and 
inclusion in its hiring practices.  

APPLICATION AND SCOPE: 

This policy applies to all candidates for employment in non-academic (non-teaching) positions within the Brant 
Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board’s facilities, schools and learning centers, except candidates for 
employment in Senior Administrative positions. 

The Board shall have due regard for the provision of the best possible program and the safety and well-being of the 
students when selecting a candidate for a position. The Board will also ensure all candidates for any position 
understand the principles that guide the hiring and promotion of staff and that it conducts a fair, consistent, and 
transparent selection process and to fill vacancies in based on qualifications, experience, merit, and system needs 
within the parameters set out by Ministry regulations and requirements and other employment legislation. 

The Hiring Procedures – Support Staff Non-Academic Staff Policy will: 
• Ensure all candidates for support Non-Academic staff positions understand the principles that shall guide the

hiring and promotion of support staff Non-Academic staff.
• Ensure that the Board conducts a fair selection process to fill vacancies in support Non-Academic staff

positions based on qualifications, experience, merit and where appropriate, Catholicity.

REFERENCES: 

Education Act, Sections 170(1) & 171(1) 
The Ontario Human Rights Code, Section 24(1)(1)  
Employment Standards Act  
Ontarians with Disabilities Act  
Pre-Employment Screening Policy 300.18  
Student Achievement and School Board Governance Act, 2009 
Constitution Act, 1982, Consolidated as of January 1, 2013 Constitution Acts, 1867 to 1982 (justice.gc.ca) 
Professional Standards and Conflict of Interest – Employees  300.17.P.pdf 
OSSTF PSS Collective Agreement 
OSSTF ESS Collective Agreement 
Conflict of Interest Policy - Hiring Practices 300.24.P.pdf 
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FORMS: 

• Staffing Request Form 
 
DEFINITIONS: 

Appropriate Senior Administrator: Senior Administrators are the Director of Education & Secretary, the 
Superintendent of Business & Treasurer, and the Superintendents of Education. The administrator who is 
responsible for the position or program in which the vacancy exists is defined as the appropriate Senior 
Administrator.  
 
Appropriate School Administrator or Manager: The appropriate School Administrator is School Administrator of the 
school and/or the School Administrator assisting the Superintendent with a particular department or program. The 
appropriate Manager is the Manager assigned to supervise the program or department where the hiring is 
necessary. 
 
Conflict of Interest  
A potential, apparent, or actual conflict where an employee’s financial or other personal interest, whether direct 
or indirect, conflicts or appears to conflict with the employee’s responsibility to the Board, or with the 
employee’s participation in any recommendation or decision pertaining to teacher and School 
Administrator/Vice School Administrator hiring within the Board. 
 
Employee  
A full-time or part-time employee of the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board involved in hiring. 
 
External Activity 
Includes any activity of an employee outside the scope of their employment with the Brant Haldimand Norfolk 
Catholic District School Board undertaken as part of a commercial or volunteer enterprise. 
 
Support Non-Academic Staff: Support Non-Academic staff include all non-academic staff excluding Senior 
Administration the Superintendent of Business. The list includes non-academic coordinators, supervisors, 
secretaries, administrative staff, educational assistants, child and youth workers, early childhood educators, 
computer technicians, caretakers, cleaners, maintenance personnel, behavior services, social workers, library 
technicians, leads, and all non-management/non-academic staff. 
 
Relationship 
Any relationship of the Employee to persons of their immediate family whether related by blood, adoption, 
marriage, or common-law relationship, and any relationship of an intimate and/or financial nature during the 
preceding five years, any student-supervisor relationship, or any other past or present relationship that may give 
rise to a reasonable apprehension of bias. 
 
Supervisor 
The person to whom an employee reports. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES: 

This policy and administrative procedure applies to the hiring of all support non-academic staff and Executive 
Manager/Managers. 

1.0 Responsibilities 
1.1 Director of Education 

1.1.1 Approves the hiring and appointment of Managers and the written report to the Board of 
Trustees which identifies the successful candidate. 

1.2 Appropriate Superintendent 
1.2.1 Approves the placement of internal and external advertisements for the hiring of support 

non-academic staff. 
1.2.2 Establishes and participates in an Interview Committee for the hiring of support non-

academic staff. 
1.2.3 Approves the hiring and appointment and placement of support non-academic staff. 
1.2.4 Provides a recommendation to the Director of Education regarding the hiring and/or 

appointment of Executive Managers/Managers. 

1.3 Appropriate School Administrator or Executive Manager/Manager 
1.3.1 Establishes an Interview Committee for the hiring of support non-academic staff. 
1.3.2 Makes a hiring recommendation to the appropriate superintendent for the hiring and 

appointment of support non-academic staff. 
1.3.3 Makes a hiring recommendation for support non-academic staff to the appropriate 

superintendent. 
1.4 Human Resource Services Coordinator 

1.4.1 Establishes interview committees. 
1.4.2 Facilitates recruitment, posting and interview processes. 
1.4.3 Establishes annual and ongoing staffing timelines and processes. 

2.0 General Process 
2.1 All staffing changes must be requested by completing a staffing request form and submitted to the 

appropriate Superintendent for approval. The completed form is required to initiate any change to 
current staffing. 

2.2 The placement of internal and external postings shall be approved by the appropriate superintendent 
and facilitated by a Human Resource Services Coordinator. The appropriate superintendent shall 
consult with the Executive Manager/Manager of Human Resources Services Coordinator or designate 
regarding the content of all postings prior to approval. 

2.3 All external candidates must comply with the conditions outlined in the Pre-Employment Screening 
Policy. 

2.4 With respect to interview committees, the leader of each committee shall consult with the Executive 
Manager/Manager of Human Resources Services Coordinator or designate to ensure that all Hiring 
Recommendation forms (Form 1), interview tools and hiring processes comply with collective 
agreements, the Employment Standards Act, applicable statutes and regulations (including but not 
limited to the Ontario Human Rights Code) and principles of fair and transparent hiring.  

3.0 Interview Committees, Hiring Recommendations and Approvals for Hiring 
3.1 The appropriate School Administrator or manager shall establish interview committees for the hiring of 

support non-academic staff. The appropriate School Administrator or manager shall consult with the 
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Executive Manager/Manager of Human Resources Services Coordinator or designate regarding the 
composition of the interview committee, the substance of interview processes and all processes used 
to support the hiring of support non-academic staff. 

3.2 In the instance where the support non-academic staff position reports directly to a Superintendent, the 
Superintendent shall establish an interview committee that consists of any person the Superintendent 
deems fit. The appropriate Superintendent shall consult with the Executive Manager/Manager of 
Human Resources Services Coordinator or designate regarding the composition of the interview 
committee, the substance of interview processes and all processes used to support the hiring of 
support non-academic staff. 

3.3 The interview committee shall be led by the appropriate manager or School Administrator and may 
consist of additional managers or School Administrators, appropriate Human Resource Services 
personnel, and any other person the manager or School Administrator sees fit to assist with the 
process (especially in the instance where specific expertise is needed).  

3.4 Selection of interview teams will comply with the Board’s Conflict of Interest Policy 300.17. 
3.5 No interview committee shall consist of fewer than two staff. 
3.6 The appropriate manager or School Administrator shall make hiring recommendations to the 

appropriate superintendent.  
  
4.0 Executive Manager/Hiring Managers, Supervisors  

4.1 The appropriate superintendent shall establish an interview committee to interview candidates and 
make a hiring recommendation. The appropriate superintendent shall consult with Executive 
Manager/Manager of the Human Resources Services Coordinator or designate regarding the 
composition and substance of interview processes and all processes used to support the hiring of 
executive managers/managers. 

4.2 The committee shall be led by the appropriate superintendent and shall consist of the appropriate 
superintendent, up to two trustees and anyone else that the superintendent deems fit. 

4.3 The superintendent will provide a recommendation to the Director of Education for approval to hire 
and/or appoint Executive Managers/Managers. 

4.4 The Director will recommend Executive Manager/Manager appointment/hiring to the Board of Trustees, 
for approval.  

 
5.0 Conflict of Interest 

5.1 This Hiring Policy is intended to facilitate employees’ ability to maintain the highest business and ethical 
standards, and to facilitate the protection of the integrity of employees in the course of their hiring 
responsibilities to the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board. 

5.2 This Conflict of Interest section defines and addresses potential, apparent and actual conflicts of 
interest. It provides guidance to employees so that conflicts of interest are recognized and either 
avoided or resolved expeditiously through appropriate disclosure and management. Employees must 
not permit relationships with others or external business activities to conflict, or appear to conflict, with 
the interests of the Board. 

5.3 The following circumstances are examples of what might give rise to Conflicts of Interest: 
5.3.1 Participating in, or influencing the outcome of the appointment, hiring, promotion, 

supervision, or evaluation of a person with whom the employee has, or has had, a 
relationship. 

5.3.2 Acceptance by an employee of a gift from any of the following persons or entities if a 
reasonable person might conclude that the gift could influence the employee when 
performing hiring duties with the School Board: 

• a person, group, or entity that has dealings with the School Board; 
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• a person, group, or entity to whom the Employee provides services in the course of
his or her duties to the School Board;

• a person, group, or entity that seeks to do business with the School Board.
An Employee who is offered a gift in the circumstances described in above shall, in writing, notify their Supervisor. 

6.0 Procedures for Disclosure of Conflicts of Interest 
6.1 All employees have an obligation to disclose to their supervisor or the Superintendent of Human 

Resource Services any conflict of interest.  
6.2 The employee must disclose in writing as soon as they reasonably become aware that a conflict of 

interest exists. The existence of a conflict of interest does not necessarily preclude involvement in the 
issue which has given rise to the conflict.  

6.3 The employee must declare, in writing, the nature and extent of the conflict of interest no later than any 
meeting or process in which the employee participates and at which the matter is to be considered. 
The employee must refrain from taking part in any discussion or decision-making in relation to the 
matter and withdraw from any meeting or process when the matter is being discussed until a decision 
has been reached regarding the way the conflict of interest will be addressed. 

6.4 A conflict of interest involving an employee may also be reported to a supervisor by any other person. A 
report to a supervisor about the existence of a potential, apparent or actual conflict of interest shall be 
made in writing. 

7.0 Procedures for Management of Conflicts of Interest 
7.1 If the supervisor or Superintendent of Human Resource Services to whom the disclosure is made also 

has a conflict of interest, the disclosure should be made in writing to the person at the next highest 
level of authority. 

7.2 The supervisor or Superintendent of Human Resource Services will investigate to determine if a 
conflict of interest exists. Where appropriate, the supervisor or Superintendent of Human Resource 
Services may consult with the employee and/or others. 

7.3 If the supervisor or Superintendent of Human Resource Services determines there is a conflict of 
interest, the supervisor or Superintendent of Human Resource Services will resolve the matter. 

8.0 Options for Resolving Conflicts of Interest 
8.1 The supervisor or Superintendent of Human Resource Services will decide a course of action from 

the following options: 
• The employee with the conflict is removed from the hiring process;
• If the employee is knowledgeable and has information central to the discussion, the

employee with a conflict or appearance of conflict may be permitted to be involved in the
matter without participating in the final decision;

• If an employee fails to disclose a conflict, a range of remedies can be applied, including
discipline up to and including the termination of their employment.
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Submitted by: Michael McDonald, Director of Education & Secretary 

Educational Field Trips and Excursions #500.01 
Public Session 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

The Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board (the “Board”) believes that well organized field trips 
are of significant value to participants.  Educational field trips are to be consistent with the school board’s 
mission, Catholic graduate, and curriculum expectations as outlined in the Ontario Curriculum. 

DEVELOPMENTS: 

This policy and administrative procedure have been reviewed as part of the regular review cycle. The Board 
remains committed to supporting educational field trips and excursions that:  

• Provide safe and enriching learning opportunities for students.
• Enhance the spiritual, academic, cultural, social, or athletic components of the curriculum.
• Are accessible to all eligible students regardless of special need or ability to pay.

The Policy and Administrative Procedure has been aligned with: 
• Ontario School Boards’ Insurance Exchange.
• Ontario Physical and Health Education Association (OPHEA).
• Travel Industry Council of Ontario.
• Global Affairs Canada.

The policy includes revisions to language that ensures inclusion of all students regardless of academic ability or 
socio-economic status, updated language that is aligned with the Government of Canada’s Global Affairs travel 
information, the OPHEA Physical Education Ontario Safety Guidelines, revised supervision ratios and a more 
comprehensive reference to requirements on extended international excursions. 

RECOMMENDATION: 
THAT the Policy Committee recommends that the Committee of the Whole refers the Educational Field Trips 
and Excursions Policy #500.01 to the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board for approval. 
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Educational Field Trips and Excursions 

AP #500.01 

Adopted: March 30, 2004 

Last Reviewed/Revised: June 27, 2023 

Responsibility: Superintendent of Education 

Next Scheduled Review: June, 2027 

POLICY STATEMENT: 

All Board staff shall follow this administrative procedure.  Specific direction is provided for principals, volunteers, teachers, the 
Director of Education and superintendents of education.  

APPLICATION AND SCOPE: 

The purpose of this Administrative Procedure is to provide direction to Board Staff and Schools regarding educational field 
trips and excursions and to ensure that schools plan experiences which support the development and well-being of the whole 
child and reinforce the moral teachings of the Catholic Church and the Ontario Catholic School Graduate Expectations.  

REFERENCES: 

• http://www.tico.ca/
• http://www.osbie.on.ca
• http://ophea.net/
• http://www.bhncdsb.ca/
• http://www.voyage.gc.ca
• http://bhnresource.bhncdsb.ca
• Global Affairs Canada
• TICO Guidelines for School Trips

FORMS: N/A 

APPENDICES: N/A 

• Appendix A – Application
• Appendix B – Educational Field Trip and Educational Excursion Approval Matrix
• Appendix C – Parent Consent Form for Eudcational Field Trips/Excursions

Appendix D – Release and Idemnifiaction Form for Educational Field Trips/Excursions

DEFINITIONS: N/A 

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES: 

1.0     General Terms 
All educational field trips/excursions shall be organized by a teacher or a principal-designated employee. All educational field 
trips/excursions shall be a valid extension of the existing school program and linked to the school and BHNCDSB goals.  The 
trip organizer shall submit the Application for Approval to Take Students on an Educational Field Trip to the school principal 
for consideration of approval in advance of the trip (Appendix A).  Each application shall be completed in full (including all 
necessary attachments) and shall be subject to terms listed in the Educational Field Trip and Educational Excursion 
Approval Matrix (Appendix B).  Schools or organizers are prohibited from raising funds, promoting trips or informing 
stakeholders about the trip before necessary approvals are in place. Any revisions subsequent to an approved field trip or 
excursion requires a re-application subject to the terms below, as well as Appendix B.  In providing educational field trips 
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and excursions for students, staff should consider the needs of all students.  Being mindful of provincial health and safety 
legislation and BHNCDSB policy and adminstriative procedures, some additional considerations may be required to support 
students with diverse learning needs, ensuring safe access to educational field trips and excursions.  The Superintendent of 
Education and Special Education Student Achievement Leader is to be informed of situations that may require these 
additional supports or considerations. 
The cost of the educational excursions shall be reasonable and must be approved by the Superintendent of Education prior 
to staff committing to and advertising the excursion. 

2.0     Educational Field Trips 
Educational field trips shall be directly connected to the curriculum expectations of the subject or course.  The maximum 
amount of instructional time permitted to be used per field trip is two days.  Educational field trips shall include pre-trip and 
post-trip activities. A copy of these activities (including assessment/evaluation) shall be submitted to the principal with the 
application.  For an educational field trip to be of substantial value all students in the related class or course should have the 
opportunity to attend the event. The Board encourages travel within Canada for all educational field trips. 
For approval of an artistic performance (e.g., band festival, cheerleading competition) or a curriculum activity (e.g., physics 
class) at an amusement park (e.g., Canada’s Wonderland), after which students will remain on site, participation in the 
park’s activities/rides can take place as long as such activities/rides are aligned with OPHEA and OSBIE guidelines. 

3.0     Educational Excursions (e.g. Athletics, Campus Ministry, and Clubs) 
Educational excursions shall be a valid extension of the existing school co-curricular program. The maximum amount of 
instructional time permitted to be used per excursion is two days.  The Board encourages travel within Canada for all 
educational excursions.   

4.0     Extended International Excursions (Secondary Schools) 
Tourism-Based Excursions Catholic Social Teaching Trips 

Tourism-Based Excursions shall be a valid 
extension of existing secondary school 
programs. No instructional time is permitted to 
be lost as result of an approved tourism-based 
excursion.  Board staff shall not act as agents or 
advertise for trips at school or during the school 
day that are not approved. The Board 
encourages travel within Canada for all 
educational excursions.   

Mission trips that exemplify the tenets of Catholic Social Teaching 
should must be conducted in Canada. Whenever possible, the 
organization of the mission work should be coordinated with 
Canadian Catholic agencies.  The maximum number of 
instructional days to be lost for a mission trip is two.  Application 
may be made to the Director of Education or designate to 
increase the maximum number of instructional days lost due to 
exceptional circumstances. 

Application may be made for a special exemption to the international travel restrictions notes in these procedures.  
Application for the exemption shall include a detailed explanation as to why a similar trip could not be conducted in 
Canada and shall be made to the Director of Education or designate.  For out-of-country destinations, the trip 
organizer shall research whether there are any travel warnings posted on the Federal Government’s Foreign Affairs 
and International Trade website Government of Canada’s Global Affairs website.5   Destinations with travel warnings 
of level three or higher risk levels of avoid all travel and avoid all non-essential travel shall not be approved. Trip 
organizers shall ensure that all participants have adequate health/accident/cancellation insurance for international 
travel. Requests for international travel shall be submitted at least four months prior to the event but not longer than 
one year in advance. All applications for international trips shall be subject to the approval of the Board of Trustees.  
The Board of Trustees reserves the right to require trip organizers to make a presentation to the Board that 
showcases the educational value and highlights from the excursion. 

Travel Industry Act Compliance - The Travel Industry Act provides limits on who may act as a travel agent.  Trip organizers 
shall use Travel Industry Council of Ontario (TICO) certified travel agencies for all trips that are multi-day, require coach 
transportation and involve overnight accommodations.1 

Risk Management - Educational field trip/excursions that are considered to be a high risk will not be approved.  A 
comprehensive list of high risk activities are listed on the Ontario School Board Insurance Exchange (OSBIE) website.2   
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Excursions to water parks and to programs involving water-based activities for elementary school students are prohibited as 
they pose an elevated level of risk and often have questionable educational value. 

Supervision – The safety of students and staff on an educational field trip/excursion/excursion is of the utmost 
importance.  A sufficient number of adult supervisors must be provided.  The OPHEA Physical Education Ontario Safety 
Guidelines provide basic guidance for supervision and may set ratios for many common school activities. However, 
caution should be exercised when relying solely on a numeric ratio to guarantee a safe level of supervision. Meeting the 
standard of providing “adequate supervision” for an activity will be based on a combination of the following factors:  
Nature of the Activity - Foreseeable risk(s) of injury associated with participating in an activity. 
Ability of the Participants – Degree of difficulty, physical strength, endurance, coordination, mobility, physical/mental 
limitations. 
Experience of the Participants - First time experience versus various degrees of experience/skill in participating in the 
activity. 
Age of the Participants - Factors such as physical size (height/weight), maturity level, risk perception, comprehension of 
rules/instructions, etc. are dependant on age.  
Environmental Factors - Site lay-out (clear sight lines versus obstructions); dispersed groups (e.g. ski hills, amusement 
parks); tour groups versus self-guided, presence of dangerous features (e.g. cliffs, allurements, unusual weather or 
environmental phenomenon, etc.)  
Number of Students - The ratio of supervisors to participants after considering all the preceding factors. 

Supervision guidelines for principals and teachers are available at the Ontario Physical and Health Education Association 
(OPHEA) website as they relate to athletics and recreational activities.3    

The level of supervision must be commensurate with the inherent risk of the activity.  The following supervision ratios are 
the minimum for educational field trip/excursions: 

Kindergarten   1:6 Primary 1:10 Junior 1:15 1:10 
Intermediate   1:20 Senior 1:25 

Grade Local site (walking distance) Day Educational Field Trip or 
Extended Day Field Trip 

Overnight Educational  
Excursions 

Extended Overnight Educational  
Field Trips/International Excrusions 

K 2 adults/class 1:6 Not Applicable Not Applicable 
1/2/3 2 adults/class 1:6 Not Applicable Not Applicable 
4/5/6 1 adult/class 1:10 1:10 

Students in specific classes – 
Grade 6 and higher  
(Grade 5/6 is also included). 

Not Applicable 

7/8 1 adult/class 1:15 1:10 Not Applicable 
9-12 1 adult/class 1:25 1:10 1:10 

Principals shall give careful consideration to any special needs students when trips are planned. Additional supervisors may 
be warranted depending on the nature of the trip, the composition of the class and the distance/duration of the trip.  For all 
overnight trips in which both genders are involved, adult supervisors of both genders shall be present.  At least one of those 
supervisors shall be a teacher from the school.  Trip chaperones are responsible for the supervision of students for the entire 
duration of the educational field trip/excursion (including overnight). 

Two lists of all students and supervisors participating in an educational field trip/excursion shall be compiled prior to the 
event.  One list shall be available in the school office and the other shall be in the possession of the trip organizer 
(supervisor).  The list shall include appropriate student identification such as: the student name, address, phone number, 
emergency contact person (phone number) and their Health or Card number.  FThe trip organizer shall follow the Board’s 
policies related to the administration of medication to students and the protection of anaphylactic pupils.4  When more than 
one bus is used, each person in charge of a bus shall have an attendance list as well as a copy of the appropriate medical/ 
health and emergency information for all students. 
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Extended International Excursions –  All extended international excursion travel requires completion and submission of 
Appendix A and travel itineraries from the tour company to the Superintendent of Education.  All appropriate documentation 
must be approved by the principal and then submitted to the Superintendent of Education who will review and inform the 
Director of Education.  Extended international excursions shall require the approval of the Board of Trustees.  

After final approval of the Board of Trustees, parents/guardians should be informed that all appropriate travel documents 
are the responsibility of the parent/guardian. The Excursion Leader and school Principal must check with Global Affairs 
Canada in advance of the excursion, to determine whether the intended destination has been deemed dangerous for 
travelers.  To access the travel advice and advisories on the Government of Canada Global Affairs site click here: Global 
Affairs Canada 

The Excursion Leader and school Principal must continue to monitor, and comply with, the reports issued by the 
Government of Canada with regard to the status of travel advisories. The Excursion Leader and school Principal must 
also communicate to trip participants any local travel warnings which may apply.  
The Excursion Leader must ensure that full entry/exit requirements for each student are met. Note that visa 
requirements may differ according to a student's nationality and passport.  

All students shall purchase sufficient medical, trip cancellation, and luggage insurance prior to departure, as well as 
other applicable insurance policies deemed necessary to ensure sufficient coverage. For extended international 
excursions, insurance purchases shall be arranged, where possible, through the tour operator. All trip cancellation fees 
must be included in costs. 

All arrangements for travel outside Ontario must be made with a travel agency that has been approved by BHNCDSB 
Business Services. Under the Travel Industry Act, all BHNCDSB employees are in breach of the law when acting as a 
sales agent for such travel without being licensed to do so. Refer to the following link to the TICO guidelines for school 
trips: TICO Guidelines 

With the tour operator, the Excursion Leader or Principal shall contact the International Association for Medical 
Assistance to Travelers (IAMAT) for an updated listing of world-wide "English-speaking medical services”: International 
Association for Medical Assistance to Travelers (IAMAT) 

During the trip,the Excursion Leader should carry the address and telephone number of appropriate Canadian High 
Commissions, Embassies, and Consulates, as they are available, within the framework of the tour. 

A master list of passport numbers and ticket numbers shall be prepared, including photocopies of all documents, with 
one set carried by the Excursion Leader and one set left with the school Principal. The Excursion Leader should 
consider having the original documents, and the photocopies, carried by 2 separate supervisors.  

Parents/guardians shall be advised to visit a travel clinic and/or family doctor with their child to ensure appropriate 
medical needs are attended to prior to departure, as appropriate.  

Where there is unstructured time for students to explore and/or reflect, staff shall always ensure provision of active 
supervision, appropriate to the location and needs of the students, established in consultation with the Superintendent 
of Education. Unstructured time and supervision arrangements must be included in the itinerary and articulated to 
parents/guardians at the information meeting. 

Informed Parent/Guardian Consent – No student shall participate in an educational field trip/excursion unless their 
parent/guardian has signed a permission/consent form (Appendix C). If the student is 18 years of age or older, the student 
shall be required to a release and indemnification form (Appendix D).6  
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Student Behaviour - The wearing of school uniforms and the strict enforcement of school-based codes of conduct (including 
dress codes) help to ensure that our schools are viewed in a favourable fashion by the broader community.  The same 
expectations for student behaviour apply to educational field trips/excursions as do a regular school day.  The trip organizer 
and the principal shall ensure that a procedure is in place in the case a student needs to be sent home during an 
educational field trip/excursion.  

Transportation – The safest means of transporting students is by school bus.2   Trip organizers are encouraged to use 
school buses to transport students.  Trip organizers and students shall follow the Board policy on student transportation 
when using buses.4   Trip organizers shall consult with the approved vendor list when procuring bus services. The vendor list 
is maintained by the transportation consortium (http://www.stsbhn.ca/).  From time to time it may be necessary to use 
alternative transportation such as private vehicles to transport students.  Board employees and trip supervisors shall follow 
the Board policy on the use of volunteer drivers.4    Students are not to travel individually to or from an educational field 
trip/excursion unless it is approved by the school principal and the parent/guardian. Should a trip organizer choose to rent a 
vehicle to transport students and staff they shall rent the vehicle in the name of the school board and the optional insurance 
coverage shall be purchased.  Depending on the vehicle capacity, special driver licenses and specific aspects of the 
Highway Traffic Act will apply.   

Volunteers and Volunteer/Trip Drivers - All use of volunteers and volunteer drivers shall be consistent with Board policy.4 

Emergencies – For all locations that are visited by students and staff – the trip supervisor shall review evacuation and 
emergency procedures.  This may be done at a pre-trip meeting.  All injuries and/or accidents that occur on an educational 
field trip/excursion shall be reported to the school principal.  In the event of a serious injury (an injury requiring medical 
treatment) or fatality, the incident shall be reported to the school superintendent by the school principal. If a student is ill 
and/or injured, he or she should not be sent home unaccompanied.  Arrangements shall be made with the 
parents/guardians to secure support for the student.  The trip organizer shall follow the reporting requirements of OSBIE and 
the Workplace Safety Insurance Board (WSIB) in the case of an accident or injury.2 

Students that Remain at School - The trip organizer and the school principal shall make adequate provision for appropriate 
school work and supervision for those students that remain at school while their classmates attend an educational field 
trip/excursion.   

Sunday Eucharist - Where an educational field trip/excursion includes a Sunday, the Application for Approval to Take 
Students on an Educational Field shall include provisions for all participants to attend Mass. 

Funding - Every reasonable attempt shall be made to ensure that no student is prevented from participating in any 
educational field trip/excursion through an inability to pay. Any fund-raising for educational field trip/excursions/excursions 
shall be consistent with Board policy.4 

Cancellations – Any educational field trip/excursion/excursion may be cancelled at any time at the discretion of the Principal, 
Superintendent or the Director of Education. The Board will not provide compensation for any financial losses assumed by 
students, parents/guardians or staff. 
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APPLICATION SECTION 
School: Date of Application: 
Teacher Organizer: 
Grade(s) or Course(s): Total Number of Students 

in the Course or Class: 
Total Number of Students  
Attending the Field Trip/Excursion: 

Males: Females: 

Field Trip/Excursion Destination(s): 

Date of Field Trip/Excursion: 
Departure Time:          Return Time: 
Means of Transportation: 
Curriculum Expectations: 
(Attach all related assessment and evaluation 
activities as well as details of pre-trip and post-trip 
activities) 

Considerations for Students with 
Special Needs (program modifications,
additional supervision, accessibility issues and 
transportation issues)

Rationale for the Field 
Trip/Excursion: 
Name(s) of Teacher Supervisors: 

Name(s) of Volunteer Supervisors: 

Name(s) of Staff Supervisors: 

Total Cost (indicate transportation, accommodation, food, admission and supervision costs by
attaching a detailed summary):

Total Revenue  (indicate the revenue sources and the amounts e.g. school funds, fund raising,
parents, students, donations etc by attaching a detailed summary):

Attachments: 
o Proposed Itinerary
o Letters to Parents/Guardians
o Dates of Parent Information

Sessions

o Detailed Budget
o Safety Certificates of Supervisors

(where applicable)

□ I have read and understand the Educational Field Trip Policy and the corresponding 
Administrative Procedures. 

Signature of Teacher 
Organizer:                 Date: 
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APPROVAL SECTION 
 

□ Application approved by Principal. □ Application denied by Principal 

Principal Comments: 
 
 
 
Signature of Principal: 
 

Date: 

□ Application approved by 
Superintendent. 

□ Application denied by Superintendent. 

Signature of  
Superintendent: 

Date: 
 

Signature of Director  
of Education: 

Date: 
 

□ Application approved by the 
Director. 

□ Application denied by the Director. 
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Educational Field Trip and Educational Excursion Approval Matrix 

Category Time Restrictions Participants Parent/ Guardian Communication Requirements Approval Process 

Day Educational Field 
Trip 

During the instructional 
day. 

Students in a specific class. Details about the trip and appropriate forms shall 
be given to parents/ guardians at least two weeks 
prior to the event. 

The application shall be submitted at least three weeks 
prior to the event. The application is subject to the 
approval of the Principal. 

Extended Day 
Educational Field Trip 

Beyond the instructional 
day but not overnight. 

Students in specific classes 
in Grade 4 or higher (Grade 
3/4 is the exception). 

Details about the trip and appropriate forms shall 
be given to parents/ guardians at least two weeks 
prior to the event. 

The application shall be submitted to the school Principal 
at least three weeks prior to the event.  The application is 
subject to the approval of the Principal.  The approved field 
trip shall be forwarded to the local school council and to 
the school Superintendent for information only. 

Overnight Educational 
Field Trip 

Up to three nights using 
up to two instructional 
days.  Limited to one per 
class per school/year/ 
semester. 

Students in specific classes 
- Grade 6 or higher (Grade
5/6 is also included).

Details about the trip and appropriate forms shall 
be given to parents/ guardians at least one month 
prior to the event. 

The application shall be submitted at least six weeks prior 
to the event. The application is subject to approval from 
the Principal and the school Superintendent. The cost of 
the educational excursions shall be reasonable and must 
be approved by the Superintendent of Education prior to 

staff committing to and advertising the excursion. The 
approved field trip shall be forwarded to the local school 
council and to the Board for information only. 

Overnight Educational 
Excursions 

Up to three nights using 
up to two instructional 
days. 

Secondary school teams 
and clubs (e.g. Campus 
Ministry). 

Parent meeting to be held at least two weeks prior 
to the event. 

Application shall be submitted at least three months prior 
to the event. The application is subject to the approval of 
the Principal, the school Superintendent. The cost of the 
educational excursions shall be reasonable and must be 
approved by the Superintendent of Education prior to 

staff committing to and advertising the excursion. The 
approved field trip shall be forwarded to the local school 
council and to the Board for information only.* 

Extended Overnight 
Educational Field Trip  Four or more nights – 

using up to two 
instructional days. 

Students in specific classes 
– Grade 9 or higher.

Details about the trip and appropriate forms shall 
be given to parents/ guardians at least two months 
prior to the event. 

Application to be submitted at least four months prior to 
the event. The application is subject to the approval of the 
Principal, the school Superintendent and the Director of 
Education. The approved field trips shall be forwarded to 
the local school council and to the Board for information 
only.* 

Educational 
Excursions 

Secondary school teams 
and clubs (e.g. Campus 
Ministry). 

Parent meeting to be held at least one month prior 
to the event. 

Extended International 
Excursions 

More than one night – no 
instructional days. 

Secondary schools students 
on Tourism-Based 
Excursions or Trips 
Dedicated to Catholic Social 
Teaching. 

Details about the trip and appropriate forms shall 
be given to parents/ guardians at least three 
months prior to the event. 
Parent meeting to be held at least one month prior 
to the event. 

Application to be submitted at least four months prior to 
the event but no more than one year prior. The application 
is subject to the approval of the Principal, the school 
Superintendent, the Director of Education and the Board 
of Trustees. The approved field trips shall be forwarded to 
the local school council for information only. 

* Any international field trip or excursion shall require the approval of the Board of Trustees.
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Parent Consent Form for Educational Field Trips/Excursions 
(Student Under 18 years) 

of the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board is arranging 
        (Name of School Program) 

(description of activity, location, dates and mode of transportation) 

(description of activity, location, dates and mode of transportation - continued)

ELEMENTS OF RISK 

Educational activity programs, such as                                                   , which is being offered, involve certain elements of risk.  
Accidents may occur while participating in these activities.  These accidents may cause injury. By choosing to participate in the 
activity, you are assuming the risk of an accident occurring. 

The chance of an accident occurring can be reduced by carefully following instructions at all time while engaged in the activity. 

If you choose to participate in       on  , you must understand that you will bear 
responsibility for any accident that might occur. 

The Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board does not provide any accidental death, disability, dismemberment, 
dental or medical expenses insurance on behalf of the students participating in this activity. 

The Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board strongly advises that all students participate in the STUDENT 
ACCIDENT INSURANCE PLAN offered by the Reliable Life Insurance Company which covers participants for all accidents, 24 
hours per day, every day during the full policy term. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

We have read the above. We understand that in participating in the   activity, we are assuming the risks 
associated with doing so. 

Signature of Student:   Date: 
(Optional depending upon age) 

Signature of Parent/Guardian:    Date: 

PERMISSION 

I give  permission to participate in the to be held on or 
(please print full name of student) 

about  ______________________.

Signature of Parent/Guardian: _________ Date:     ____________________   

NOTE TO PARENT(S):   PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM IN ITS ENTIRETY 
THIS FORM MUST BE READ AND SIGNED BY EVERY STUDENT WHO WISHES TO PARTICIPATE AND BY A PARENT OR 

GUARDIAN OF A PARTICIPATING STUDENT. 
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Release and Indemnification Form for Educational Field Trips/Excursions 
(Students 18 years and over) 

 
                    , of the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board is arranging                                         

            (Name of School Program) 
 

(description of activity, location, dates and mode of transportation) 
 

(description of activity, location, dates and mode of transportation - continued) 
 
ELEMENTS OF RISK 
 
Educational activity programs, such as                                                   , which is being offered, involve certain elements of risk.  
Accidents may occur while participating in these activities.  These accidents may cause injury. By choosing to participate in the 
activity, you are assuming the risk of an accident occurring. 
 
The chance of an accident occurring can be reduced by carefully following instructions at all time while engaged in the activity. 
 
If you choose to participate in                                       on                                       , you must understand that you will bear 
responsibility for any accident that might occur. 
 
The Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board does not provide any accidental death, disability, dismemberment, 
dental or medical expenses insurance on behalf of the students participating in this activity. 
 
The Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board strongly advises that all students participate in the STUDENT 
ACCIDENT INSURANCE PLAN offered by the Reliable Life Insurance Company which covers participants for all accidents, 24 
hours per day, every day during the full policy term. 
 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
 
I,                                                            understand and accept the above and provide the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic 
District School Board with the following waiver of liability and indemnification agreement. 
 
RELEASE AND INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT 
 
I,                                                            , hereby release the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School  
           (print full name of student) 
Board and its staff and agents from any and all liability for any injury sustained by me, regardless of how  
 
caused, resulting from my participation in the                                                          arranged through the Brant  
 
Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board on or about                                                . 
 
I further agree to indemnify and save harmless the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board and its staff and 
agents from and against any and all suits, demands, torts, and actions of any kind which may be brought against its staff or 
agents for which it/they may become liable by reason of any injury, loss, damage, or death resulting from, or occasioned to, or 
suffered by any person or any property, by reason of any act, neglect or default of mine. 
 
Signature of Student: ________________________________                   Date:  ________  
 

RETURN THIS FORM IN ITS ENTIRETY 
 

THIS FORM MUST BE READ AND SIGNED BY EVERY STUDENT WHO WISHES TO PARTICIPATE. 
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REPORT TO THE BRANT HALDIMAND NORFOLK CATHOLIC 
DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD POLICY COMMITTEE 

Prepared by: Scott Keys, Superintendent of Business & Treasurer 
Presented to: Policy Committee 
Submitted on: June 12, 2023 
Submitted by: Mike McDonald, Director of Education & Secretary 

FIN #700.03 - Investment of Board Funds 
Public Session 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 
The Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board (the “Board”) is committed to 
operating in an efficient and cost-effective manner by ensuring that appropriate cash 
management strategies are in place to manage its funds. 

This Policy and Administrative Procedure will provide an effective framework for the investment 
and management of Board surplus funds that ensures the security of principal and optimizes 
investment returns while conforming to the Education Act and applicable regulations and applies 
to the investment of centrally managed operating, reserve, and trust funds. For clarity, this 
Policy and Administrative Procedure does not apply to school generated funds or Catholic 
parent council funds, as these are not eligible to be invested. 

DEVELOPMENTS: 
Throughout the creation of this Policy and Administrative Procedure, content was reviewed in 
consultation with Financial Services, Senior Administration, other internal stakeholders, our 
banking partner (CIBC), and other school board policies and procedures. This Policy and 
Administrative Procedure is in line with the Education Act.   

RECOMMENDATION: 
THAT the Policy Committee recommends that the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District 
School Board approves the policy FIN #700.03 – Investment of Board Funds.   
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Investment of Board Funds 
#700.03 

Adopted: July 1, 2023 
Last Reviewed/Revised: N/A 
Responsibility: Superintendent of Business 
Next Scheduled Review: 2026-27 

POLICY STATEMENT: 
The Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board (the “Board”) is committed to operating in an efficient and 
cost-effective manner by ensuring that appropriate cash management strategies are in place to manage its funds. 

With a sound investment strategy and objectives, investment of surplus funds to its operating requirements shall occur in 
only those securities that are expressly permitted under the Education Act and Ontario Regulation Board Borrowing, 
Investing, and other Financial Matters. 

APPLICATION AND SCOPE: 
This Policy and Administrative Procedure will provide an effective framework for the investment and management of 
Board surplus funds that ensures the security of principal and optimizes investment returns while conforming to the 
Education Act and applicable regulations and applies to the investment of centrally managed operating, reserve, and trust 
funds. For clarity, this Policy and Administrative Procedure does not apply to school generated funds or Catholic parent 
council funds, as these are not eligible to be invested. 

REFERENCES: 
• The Education Act
• Ontario Regulation 41/10 Board Borrowing, Investing, and Other Financial Matters

FORMS: 
• N/A

APPENDICES: 
• N/A

DEFINITIONS: 
• N/A

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES: 
Authority to Make Investments 
The Board of Trustees delegates the authority to make investments in compliance with the Board’s Investment Policy to 
the Superintendent of Business and Treasurer. 

All investment activity requires written approval by the Superintendent of Business and Treasurer and the Manager of 
Financial Services, or in their absence, the Director of Education and Secretary. 
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Investment Objectives 
The investment objectives of the Board shall, in order of priority, be as follows: 

a) Adherence to statutory requirements 

b) Preservation of principal 

c) Ensuring availability of cash to meet disbursements and other obligations 

d) Maintenance of liquidity  

e) Diversification of investment portfolio 

f) Competitive rate of return on investments commensurate with constraints in (a) to (e) 
 
Authorized Investments 
The Education Act, R.S.O. 1990, section 241 provides legislative authority for the Board to invest funds in accordance 
with certain prescribed rules. The prescribed rules which limit permitted investments to high-quality, fixed income type 
investments are contained in Ontario Regulation 41/10, Part IV, Eligible Investments. 
 
In order to ensure maximum security and proper diversification in the Board’s portfolio, the maximum exposure for each 
category of investment allowed under Ontario Regulation 41/10 and each individual investment within the category as a 
percentage of the total portfolio which is locked in for terms of one year or greater, is as follows: 
 

Category Type 
Investment 

Quality 
(Minimum) 

Category Limit 
(Maximum) 

Individual 
Organization Limit 

(Maximum) 
Federal and Federal Guaranteed AA 100% 100% 
Provincial and Provincial Guaranteed  A 50% 25% 
Municipal and Municipal Guaranteed  AA (low) 25% 10% 
Corporate (1) AA (low) 100% 20% (2) 

 
(1) The corporate investment category refers to Banks listed in Schedule I and II of the Bank Act (Canada), Loan or Trust Corporations registered under 

the Loan and Trust Corporations Act, Credit Unions to which Credit Unions and Caisses Popularies Act, 1994 applies. 
 

(2) This individual organizational limit of 20% can be increased to 40% provided the investment is one of the six largest charted banks with a minimum 
investment quality rating of AA or greater. 

 
a) Investment Quality Restrictions 

The Board shall not invest in any security locked in for terms of one year or greater which does not meet the long-term 
minimum credit ratings as provided in the above table, as rated by the Dominion Bond Rating Service Limited (DBRS) 
or comparable ratings from other rating agencies. 

 
Should the credit rating of any security be downgraded below the minimum credit rating required by this Policy, it shall 
be sold within 90 days after the day the investment rating was downgraded. 

 
b) Investment Term Restrictions 

All long-term fixed income investments (i.e., investments with a remaining term to maturity equal to or greater than 
one year) shall have a remaining term to maturity not greater than five years from the date of purchase. The amount 
to be invested in long-term investments shall be spread over a period not to exceed five years as part of a fixed 
income ladder portfolio. 

 
c) Short-Term Investment Quality and Organizational Limit Restrictions 

The Board shall not invest in any security locked in for terms less than one year, which does not meet the short-term 
minimum credit rating of R-1 (middle), as rated by the DBRS or comparable ratings from other rating agencies, or the 
investment is fully guaranteed by a Provincial government whose short-term DBRS credit rating is R-1 (Middle) or 
greater.  
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All short-term investments which are not cashable within the next business day cannot exceed $2,500,000 with any 
one individual financial institution. 

Investment Brokers 
Investments will be made through the services of brokers or investment services offered by the Board’s financial institution 
of record or that have been selected through the Board’s Investment Services Request for Supplier Qualifications (RFSQ) 
process. 

Reporting 
The Superintendent of Business and Treasurer shall submit to the Board of Trustees a report on the performance of the 
Board’s portfolio of investments as part of the annual year-end financial report to the Board. The report shall include the 
following: 

• a listing of individual investments held at the end of the fiscal year.
• percentage of the total portfolio by institutional category and by individual organization.
• a statement about the performance of the investment portfolio during the fiscal year.
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REPORT TO THE BRANT HALDIMAND NORFOLK CATHOLIC 
DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD POLICY COMMITTEE 

Prepared by: Scott Keys, Superintendent of Business & Treasurer 
Presented to: Policy Committee 
Submitted on: June 12, 2023 
Submitted by: Mike McDonald, Director of Education & Secretary 

ITS #600.03 - ELECTRONIC WEBSITES 600.03 AND 
ITS #600.33 - BOARD OWNED MOBILE DEVICES  

PROVIDED TO STAFF  
Public Session 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 
As part of the Board’s policy renewal process, a review of existing policies and administrative 
procedures are undertaken. From time-to-time policies and procedures may be outdated, 
irrelevant, or duplicated in other existing policies and procedures. In these instances, a 
recommendation would come to the Board of Trustees to rescind a current policy and 
procedure.  

DEVELOPMENTS: 
The following policies and/or procedures are recommended to be rescinded: 

1. ITS #600.03 – Electronic Websites
• This policy was adopted in 2003 and much of the information is no longer

relevant. Pertinent aspects of the policy are captured in other existing and
updated policies – ITS #600.01 Electronic Communications and ITS #600.02 –
Information and Communication Technology Use.

2. ITS 600.33 – Board Owned Mobile Devices Provided to Staff
• This procedure is duplicated and is captured in the existing and procedure –

OPS #400.31 – Board Assigned and Employee Mobile Phones

RECOMMENDATION: 
THAT the Policy Committee recommends that the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District 
School Board rescinds ITS #600.03 – Electronic Websites and ITS #600.33 – Board Owned 
Mobile Devices Provided to Staff.   
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Statutory/Regulatory/Related Board Policy Linkages: 
Harassment 
Provincial and Federal Laws 
Network and Computer Systems Acceptable Use Policy 
Electronic Communication Policy 

Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board 

POLICY:  ELECTRONIC WEB SITES 
Adopted: 04/08/03 Policy No: 600.03 
Revised: dd/mm/yy Policy Category: Information/Technology 

Policy Statement: 
The Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board believes that Internet 
availability and access within the Board schools provides an opportunity for students and 
staff to contribute to the Board’s presence on the World Wide Web. 

Policy Criteria: 
 To ensure that all Board and school web sites contain appropriate, approved material.
 To ensure the safety and confidentiality of students and staff are protected.
 To ensure that Board assets are used for the benefit of students.

Glossary of Key Policy Terms: 

Internet - A  large worldwide network made up of a number of smaller networks. 

Intranet - In-house web sites that serve the employees and students of the Board. 
Although intranet pages may link to the internet, an intranet is not accessed by the 
general public. 
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Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board 

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES:  ELECTRONIC WEB SITES 
Adopted: 04/08/03 Policy No: 600.03 
Revised: dd/mm/yy Policy Category: Information/Technology 

Internet availability and access within the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District 
School Board schools provides an opportunity for students and staff to contribute to the 
Board’s presence on the World Wide Web. 

Creators of web pages need to familiarize themselves with and adhere to the following 
procedure and responsibilities. Failure to follow this procedure may result in the loss of 
authoring privileges or other more stringent disciplinary measures. 

PURPOSE 
The content and design of web pages may vary depending on where the information is to 
be posted. All material contained on Board and affiliated schools web pages should be 
appropriate for the intended audience. The Board and schools maintain a web presence in 
two separate web ways: the Intranet and the Internet. The main Board Internet site has 
been designed to address the unique needs of visitors seeking information about the 
Board. The Intranet serves the school community and is considered an internal resource. 

The information posted and available on the Board and school sites via world wide web 
is intended for a large external audience.  With this in mind, the site should include 
material that will: 

• provide information to the world about school curriculum, instruction and school-
authorized activities.

• provide other general information relating to our schools and our Board’s mission.

• promote school/Board initiatives.

• celebrate student successes.

The information posted and available via the Intranet within the Board’s schools is 
intended to be available only in the school building or within the Board’s internal 
network, but not provided to the public at large via the Internet.  With this in mind, the 
site should: 

• include information relevant to teachers and students in the building (e.g.,
announcements, upcoming events, homework assignments).
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• highlight resources/links that relate to classroom activities (e.g., lessons,
educational web sites, web-quests, templates for students).

• showcase student curriculum-related projects.

CONTENT STANDARDS  
District Administrators and the school Principal, with input from Information and 
Communications Technology Consultants and Media Specialists,  are responsible for web 
page approval. 

Student Safety  
1. Web page documents may not include the last name of the student.

2. Posted material shall not include a student's phone number, address, names of
other family members or names of friends.

3. The contact person for projects must be the school or the teacher, not the student.

4. Published e-mail addresses are restricted to staff members or to a general group e-
mail address.

5. Decisions on publishing student pictures (video or still) and audio clips are based
on the supervising teacher's judgment and in compliance with the Freedom of
Information Act.  The teacher must first check with the school principal or the
Board office to determine if the student's parents/guardians have objected to such
publication through the regular data privacy restriction process. If individual
pictures are posted of students, do not include their names

6. Posting of a class picture is acceptable as long as the picture does not identify
which individuals are standing where in the picture.

7. Class pictures must include at least three or more students, if first names are
included.

8. Web page documents shall not include any information which indicates the
physical location of a student at a given time, other than attendance at a particular
school or participation in activities.

Advertising 
All requests by outside organizations for advertising space, corporate sponsorship of web 
resources, banner ads and hyperlinks from or to a school or board web site must be 
approved by the Superintendent responsible for the school.  
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Copyright 
Copyright laws (Federal and Provincial) apply to all articles and creative writing, 
illustrations or drawings, artwork, photographs, animation, video clips and musical scores 
used on the web. Schools are responsible for obtaining written permission to use 
copyrighted material. Using copyrighted material on a Board or school web page without 
permission is strictly prohibited. 

Every Board or School Site must include  
A  copyright statement as follows: “Copyright  © Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic 
District School Board”.  A complete copyright notice to others is included in the appendix. 

Board Link 
A hyperlink in the form of text, a button or the Board’s  logo must be included on all 
pages to link to the  Board̓s main web site (www.bhncdsb.edu.on.ca). 

External Links 
If links are included  to other web sites, schools must monitor the content of the other 
web sites on a regular basis and display a prominent notice or a direct link to the notice.  
The purpose of the notice is to indicate that, even though links exist for the user's 
convenience, the other sites are not managed by the school, and the school  takes no 
responsibility for their contents.  This notice or link should appear on a school home 
page, and on any page containing a link to off-school web pages. A complete disclaimer 
notice is included in the appendix. Do not link to student pages stored on external sites 
since the content can be changed without school approval. 

Responsibilities 
• The Brant Haldimand  Norfolk Catholic District School Board resources may not

be used to create web pages for personal business or personal gain.

• The school Principal is responsible for maintaining both the accuracy and
timeliness of web page content through regular web site review.

• The school  Principal is responsible for ensuring that the pages designed by
students have a clearly defined purpose that fits with the purpose of the school
pages.

• For a site designed by students, include a disclaimer that indicates that the page
was designed by a student (see Appendix).

• All web pages will be treated as the electronic equivalent of printed publications.

• Every effort should be made to make the Brant Haldimand  Norfolk Catholic
District School Board web pages equally accessible to all, including the visually
challenged accessing the Web through non-traditional means.
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• All information must also carry a date on the web home page indicating when that
information is being made available. Time-sensitive information should have an
expiration date.

• All documents on Brant Haldimand  Norfolk Catholic District School Board
server(s) must conform to Board policies and procedures as well as established
school guidelines. Copies of Board policies are available in all school offices.
Persons developing or maintaining web documents are responsible for complying
with these and other policies.

Technical Standards, Consistency and Considerations 
• At the bottom of the web home page, there must be an indication of the date of the

last site update and the name or initials of the person(s) responsible for the page
or update.

• Users must exhibit care when creating web pages with extensive tiled
backgrounds or large graphics. Such files require extensive download time, are
frustrating for modem users and slow down the file servers. As a general rule, a
web page should not take longer than one minute to download over a 14.4K
modem connection. Graphics files shall be under 60K in size unless a special
situation exists that requires a larger graphic.

• A teacher who is publishing the final web page(s) for herself or himself, or for a
student, will edit and test the page(s) for accuracy of links and check for
conformance with standards outlined in this Policy.

• Web pages may not contain links to other web pages not yet completed. If
additional pages are anticipated, but not yet developed, the text that will provide
such a link should be included. However, the actual link to said page(s) may not
be made until the final page is actually in place on the server(s).

• All Web pages must be given names which clearly identify them. The names of
all documents shall coincide with current Board naming practices and structures.

• Any graphics, sounds, or video used on Web pages must conform to the format
currently used or approved by the Board.

• Final decisions regarding access to active web pages for editing content or
organization will rest with the school Principal, with input from the Information
Technology Consultants.
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• Most web sites have an email link to the webmaster on the “home page”. School
web pages should include such a link for input, feedback and suggestions. This
could be a generic school address, the principal or the key teacher involved in the
development and upkeep of the site. Schools should also ensure that someone is
responsible for reading and responding to mail sent to this address.

• Web publishing, just like print publishing, should undergo editorial scrutiny.
Before uploading, it is important to check for spelling and grammatical errors.

APPENDIX 

Copyright 

Sample Copyright Notice: “A11 materials published or otherwise accessible through 
these web pages, including, but not limited to, articles, text, photographs, images, 
illustrations, audio clips, video clips, software and other materials (the “Content̓) are 
protected by Canadian copyright laws, and are owned or controlled by School Name, 
and/or any others who may own copyright or the party credited as the provider of the 
Content. All visitors shall abide by all additional copyright notices, information and 
restrictions contained in any Content accessed through the site. Any reproduction, 
modification, publication, transmission, transfer, sale, distribution, performance, display 
or exploitation of any of the Content, whether in whole or in part, without the express 
written permission of School Name is prohibited.” 

Links to External Sites 

Disclaimer: “We have made every reasonable attempt to insure that our web pages are 
educationally sound and do not contain any links to questionable material or anything 
that can be deemed in violation of the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School 
Board Web Content Policy, Procedure and Guidelines and/or associated  Acceptable 
Usage Policies. Links to web sites outside this website are meant for convenience only. 
No endorsement of any third party products or services is expressed or implied by any 
information, material or content referred to or included on, or linked from or to this 
website.” 

Student Web Pages 

Disclaimer: “This is a student Web page. It has been approved by Administration. 
Options expressed on this page are those of the student and may not necessarily reflect 
the opinions of the Brant Haldimand Norfolk Catholic District School Board.” 
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Brant Haldimand Norfolk 
Catholic District School Board Administrative Procedure 

1 

Board-Owned Mobile Devices Provided to Staff 
AP 600.33 

Procedure for: All Staff Adopted: April 11, 2011 
Submitted by: Lorrie Temple, Superintendent of Education Revised: April 20, 2020 
Category:   Information Technology 

Purpose  
The purpose of this Administrative Procedure is to assist staff in understanding and complying with the 
expectations regarding intended use as well as measures that promote the security of Board-owned devices, 
systems, and the information that may be collected and stored on them. 

The purpose of this Administrative Procedure is to outline the intended use of Board-owned mobile devices 
and provide information that will help staff promote the security of Board-owned devices, systems and the 
information that may be collected and stored on them. 

Responsibilities 
Information Technology Manager 
Ensure the devices and electronic systems are in place to support achievement of strategic goals. Ensure that 
physical measures and electronic systems are in place to promote the security of Board-owned devices, 
systems and the information that may be collected and stored on them.  

Principals 
Ensure devices are returned by staff before going on a leave or ending their position with the board. Notify IT 
Services of the returned device so appropriate inventory and related processes can be carried out.  

Student Achievement Consultant: 21st Century Learning 
Ensure professional development resources and training are available to build capacity in the intended use as 
well as awareness of the physical measures and electronic systems available to promote the security of Board-
owned devices, systems and the information that may be collected and stored on them.  

Manager of Communications and Community Relations (Privacy Officer) 
Support staff in the event of a privacy breach. Support staff knowledge in respect to the Board’s records 
management system. 

Supervisor of Procurement Services 
Support staff in the event of lost, stolen, or damaged cellular devices. Ensure standardization of devices based 
on Information Technology requirements and recommendations. 

Device End Users  
Ensure that they use the device as intended and make use of the professional development resources, 
physical measures and electronic systems available to promote the security of Board-owned devices, systems 
and the information that may be collected and stored on them. Return devices and related peripherals before 
going on a leave or ending their position with the board. Comply with Board privacy rules, records 
management processes and the privacy breach protocol. 
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Board-Owned Mobile Devices Provided to Staff 
AP 600.33 

Procedure for: All Staff Adopted: April 11, 2011 
Submitted by: Lorrie Temple, Superintendent of Education Revised: April 20, 2020 
Category:   Information Technology 

Purpose  
The purpose of this Administrative Procedure is to assist staff in understanding and complying with the 
expectations regarding intended use as well as measures that promote the security of Board-owned devices, 
systems, and the information that may be collected and stored on them. 

The purpose of this Administrative Procedure is to outline the intended use of Board-owned mobile devices 
and provide information that will help staff promote the security of Board-owned devices, systems and the 
information that may be collected and stored on them. 

Responsibilities 
Information Technology Manager 
Ensure the devices and electronic systems are in place to support achievement of strategic goals. Ensure that 
physical measures and electronic systems are in place to promote the security of Board-owned devices, 
systems and the information that may be collected and stored on them.  

Principals 
Ensure devices are returned by staff before going on a leave or ending their position with the board. Notify IT 
Services of the returned device so appropriate inventory and related processes can be carried out.  

Student Achievement Consultant: 21st Century Learning 
Ensure professional development resources and training are available to build capacity in the intended use as 
well as awareness of the physical measures and electronic systems available to promote the security of Board-
owned devices, systems and the information that may be collected and stored on them.  

Manager of Communications and Community Relations (Privacy Officer) 
Support staff in the event of a privacy breach. Support staff knowledge in respect to the Board’s records 
management system. 

Supervisor of Procurement Services 
Support staff in the event of lost, stolen, or damaged cellular devices. Ensure standardization of devices based 
on Information Technology requirements and recommendations. 

Device End Users  
Ensure that they use the device as intended and make use of the professional development resources, 
physical measures and electronic systems available to promote the security of Board-owned devices, systems 
and the information that may be collected and stored on them. Return devices and related peripherals before 
going on a leave or ending their position with the board. Comply with Board privacy rules, records 
management processes and the privacy breach protocol. 
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Background Information 
Given that educators are preparing young people for success in a future where change appears to be a 
constant challenge, it follows that they must be prepared to model learning behaviours and approaches that 
will equip students to thrive in this new reality. To support staff in this endeavor, the Brant Haldimand Norfolk 
Catholic District School Board has committed to providing access to devices, software, infrastructure, and 
professional development. These resources have been strategically developed to promote the goals set forth 
by the Ontario Ministry of Education and the strategic learning goals of the Board. Staff are supported and 
encouraged to model life-long learning using 21st Century tools so together we can enable excellence in 
learning, living in Christ.  

Procedures 

1.0 Usage 
• Staff may be provided with a mobile device to support their professional work on behalf of the

Board. Specific goals, training and electronic support resources will be provided to enable staff to
use the Board provided equipment to achieve the goals for which the device was provided. Staff are
responsible to make use of the supports that have been made available.

• Devices are provided with a specific software configuration commonly known in our district as the
“software image”. When staff are permitted to install software on Board-owned devices, the staff
member must own an appropriate license for the product. Staff are not permitted to remove
antivirus software or make adjustments that would bypass mechanisms put in place to protect the
device and/or information accessed via it (e.g. turn off BitLocker).

• Information stored on Board-owned devices and systems (e.g., Laptops, NetBooks, Surface,
Learning Management System (LMS), Office 365, network drives, cloud drives, etc.) must not
violate any copyright or license agreements.

• It is understood that by allowing staff to use the device for personal use, it is highly likely that they
will gain familiarity and comfort with the device, leading to more effective use. While this is
encouraged, staff are expected to ensure that the Board-owned device is always used in a
responsible, ethical, legal manner, in accordance with all Board Policies.

• There is no guarantee that personal communications will remain private or confidential when using
any Board-owned device, or application.

• Staff may not use the device for explicit or implied personal and private gain or commercial use (not
to utilize the device to run a home business or to store items pertaining to the business on the
device).

• Staff may not lend the device to family and/or friends.

• Staff may not provide their or any other staff member or student’s username and password to
enable others to gain access to Board-owned devices and/or systems (e.g., Office 365).

2.0 Physical Security 
• Every reasonable effort should be made to ensure the device is not lost, stolen, or damaged. The

device should not be left in an empty automobile. If you must leave it unattended, place it in the
trunk or out of sight prior to reaching your destination, so you will not be observed putting it there.
Because extreme temperature ranges within a vehicle can damage an electronic device, staff are
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encouraged to not leave them in a vehicle for extended periods of time. Repairs due to neglect are 
not covered by warranty. 

• Special care must be taken in public spaces, meetings, and hotels to maintain control over the
device. It is recommended that if you need to have it in these locations, you carry it with you
whenever possible. If this is not practical or possible, every effort should be made to leave it in a
secure location.

• If the Board-owned device is misplaced or stolen, specific immediate actions must be taken. It is the
staff member’s responsibility to inform their immediate supervisor (principal in most cases),
Manager of IT Services, Manager of Communications and Community Relations (Privacy Officer)
and/or Supervisor of Procurement Services (for cellular devices) as soon as reasonably possible.
The immediate supervisor would also know who is currently in those roles. In the case of theft, the
staff member, who the device was provided to, is responsible for filing a report with the Police.

• If the mobile device is damaged, lost or stolen, the school, at which the staff member is assigned,
will be charged the repair/replacement cost.

3.0 Data Security 
• Staff accounts provide access to a wide variety of resources, including devices, networks, software,

and data. Staff are responsible for creating a strong password (reference password creation
process) and ensuring that it remain confidential.

• To promote efficiency, processes have been put in place that enable the user to move from one
secure system to another without re-entering their username and password. To promote the
security of information in these various systems, staff are responsible for “locking” their device when
leaving it unattended. On laptops and desktop computers, this can be done by pressing on the
Windows key, and while holding it down, pressing on the L key. Press Control-Command-Q on an
Apple/MAC device.

• Encryption software is one mechanism provided by the Board to promote the security of data on
mobile devices. If encryption software (e.g. BitLocker) is provided, staff are responsible for following
procedures (e.g. shut down device when leaving work, shut down device when leaving home, etc.)
that ensure the software will prevent unauthorized access to information contained on the device.
Staff are also responsible for creating a strong PIN and ensuring that it remain confidential.

• If a Board-provided mobile device is protected by a PIN (e.g. a tablet), staff are responsible for
creating a strong PIN and ensuring that it remain confidential.

• All staff are required by provincial legislation to maintain the security of student information. Staff
are strongly encouraged to use Board-owned devices and promoted systems (e.g.,
D2L/Brightspace and Office 365) for all practices that involve the collection and management of
student information. Professional development resources are available to support staff in these
areas.

• Staff are encouraged to store/access information in Board-provided online systems (e.g. the
Employee Portal, Teams, Office 365, LMS, Academic Warehouse, etc.) rather than on the physical
device. This promotes efficient access for the employee while limiting access to information in the
event of a device being lost or stolen.

• Email is a common method used by hackers to gain access to information stored on devices and
networks. Staff are encouraged to educate themselves about these risks and to exercise caution
when clicking links within emails and/or downloading attachments. Knowing the risks will help
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promote both student and personal security. The following website provides excellent resources to 
safeguard individuals against cyber threats - https://www.knowbe4.com/cyberheist-news/ . 

• Inoperable laptop/netbook/portable devices must be returned to the Information Technology
Services Department. Staff may not take Board-owned devices to other repair services.

• Reasonable care must be taken when using a mobile device in public places, meeting rooms, or
other unprotected areas to avoid the unauthorized access to or disclosure of the information stored
on or accessed by the device. For example, when viewing personal information on a mobile device
screen at locations outside the office, ensure that the screen cannot be seen by anyone else.

• If a privacy breach is suspected or occurs, it is the staff member’s responsibility, to immediately
execute the steps outline in the Board Privacy Breach Protocol.

• All devices, including Board-issued and Board subsidized cell phones must be password protected.

4.0 Moves/Transfers/Leaves 
• Devices are assigned to staff based on their role.

• If a staff member moves schools/location but continues to work in a role that the specific device
type (e.g. laptop) is provided for, they take the device with them to the new school/location.

• If the staff member moves to a role where that device type is not provided, they must hand the
device and related peripherals back to the principal or manager of the original location before
leaving to take on the new role.

• If a staff member goes on a leave, they must return the device and related peripherals to the
principal or manager of their current location before going on leave.

• The principal or the manager of the location, must inform IT Services of the leave or move, along
with the name of the replacement (if available). For cellular devices, please inform the Supervisor of
Procurement Services.

• IT Services will collect the device and perform inventory updates and related processes and then
redistribute the device to the original school or location for the staff member who replaces the one
who left.

• Staff who leave the Board (e.g., through retirement, taking a job with a different organization, etc.)
shall treat any issued device as they would any other property of the Board and return it in good
working order prior to leaving. Failure to do so would be considered theft and would be referred to
the police. For cellular devices, staff will have the option to buy out the cellular device and port the
number to their own mobile account to be paid for by them personally.

 5.0 Support 
• Support is available in a variety of formats including, but not limited to the Help Desk, the Student

Achievement Consultants, and resources available on the BHN Hub. Staff are encouraged to model
the use of these resources and other self-help strategies for their students and colleagues.

• Hardware issues are to be reported via the Computer Service Request system. Staff are
encouraged to provide enough detail to enable our support staff to correctly diagnose and resolve
the issue.

• If a device becomes unusable, an alternate device may be provided while the original device is
repaired.
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• While mobile devices are provided to support achievement of strategic goals, staff are reminded
that desktop computers are also in place in our learning spaces to ensure staff have access to
systems and tools to do their work.

Sensitive information 
Privileged, personal or proprietary information which, if compromised through alteration, corruption, loss, 
misuse, or unauthorized disclosure, could cause serious harm to an individual or the organization owning it. 

Contravention of Board Policies 
The use is not consistent with the intended purpose. All staff are required to follow policies and procedures of 
the Board. 

Commercial Use  
This applies to use of the device for personal profit or gain. 

Hacker 
In this case, a hacker is an individual who intentionally subverts computer security for malicious purposes. 

References 
600.01 Electronic Communications and Social Media  
600.02 Information and Communications Technology Use 
600.03 Electronic Websites Policy  
Board Privacy Policy 
Board Records Management Policy 

Copyright Act of Canada (R.S., 1985, c. C-42) 

Websites 
Several websites have been developed to promote the security and management of personal information. 
While this is not an exhaustive listing, the sites listed below have been developed to support staff in Ontario 
education institutes. 

http://www.pimedu.org/ - The Privacy and Information Management Taskforce for Ontario 
http://misalondon.ca/ - The London Region MISA PNC 
https://www.ipc.on.ca/english/Home-Page/ - Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario 
https://gateway.bhncdsb.ca/hubportal/index.php - The Employee Portal 

Additional Information to Support Staff 
Information Technology Manager 

Student Achievement Consultant: 21st Century Learning 

Manager of Communications and Community Relations (Privacy Officer) 

Supervisor of Procurement Services 

As part of the privacy breach process, staff are to email ReportIt@bhncdsb.ca. 
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http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/privileged.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/proprietary-information.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/alteration.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/corruption.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/capital-gain-loss-holding-period.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/misuse.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/disclosure.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/harm.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/organization.html
http://www.bhncdsb.ca/sites/content/files/resources/Electronic_comm_social_media_600.01_combined.pdf
http://www.bhncdsb.ca/sites/content/files/resources/Information%20%26%20Communications%20Technology%20Use%20600.02.pdf
http://www.bhncdsb.ca/sites/content/files/resources/Policy_600_03.pdf
http://www.pimedu.org/
http://misalondon.ca/
https://www.ipc.on.ca/english/Home-Page/
https://gateway.bhncdsb.ca/hubportal/index.php
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